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ABSTRACT
In developing countries, people are dying from treatable diseases because they cannot reach
medical care when they need it most. Typical methods of transport, such as wheelbarrows or
motorcycles, are too slow, dangerous, or expensive. The bicycle ambulance is a locally
produced and maintained, fuel-less vehicle that provides safe, affordable transport. The design
of this appropriate technology varies greatly between countries because of the variability in local
conditions, such as terrain, cultural stigmas, and availability of materials.
This thesis describes the development of a bicycle ambulance (Zambulance) designed for
Zambia. The Zambulance is a two-wheeled trailer that carries a sheet metal stretcher, and can be
towed by common bicycles. The ambulance is fabricated from standard bicycle components and
steel stock, such as 25mm round tube that can be easily bent to minimize cuts and welds. A
single rider can transport one patient at average speeds of 25kph for distances up to 35km on
passable B-grade roads. The trailer is 200cm by 98cm and weighs 22 kg, while the stretcher is
200cm by 65cm and weighs 20 kg. The Zambulance costs 1,200,000 Zambian Kwacha or about
315USD (based on exchange rate on December 27, 2007). One Zambulance can be fabricated in
about 20 hours, which are usually spread over 5 days.
There are currently forty-seven Zambulances in Zambia, and more are being produced by
Disacare Wheelchair Center in Lusaka, Zambia. From January 2006 to August 2007, one
bicycle ambulance was used over 125 times to transport patients from their homes to the nearby
clinic and hospice. According to records, the ambulance carried men and women between the
ages of twelve and ninety who were suffering from various ailments including cholera,
tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, blindness, broken bones, anemia, and pneumonia.
A production manual, user manual, and assessment material is available online for free
downloading at http://cadlab6.mit.edu/bike.ambulance. Long-term monitoring and evaluation of
the design is needed, but current data suggests that the Zambulances are already saving lives by
closing the transport gap between patients and healthcare.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David Wallace
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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It is the goal of this thesis to design a bicycle ambulance for Zambia. The bicycle ambulance
must be able to safely transport a patient in relative comfort from his or her home to a health
center. It must be attachable to a common bicycle, and powered by a single cyclist. To be
sustainable, the bicycle ambulance must be locally manufactured and maintained in Zambia with
readily available materials, parts, and processes. To be successful, the bicycle ambulance must
be versatile enough to serve patients of various ages and illnesses, affordable by local
organizations, and culturally appropriate.
Table 1 summarizes the design specifications for the Zambian bicycle ambulance or
Zambulance.
Table 1. Design specifications
1. Functional * Transport one patient in relative comfort.
requirements * Attachable and detachable from common bicycles
2. Manufacture * Must be manufactured in a regional level workshop in Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) using processes such as metal fabrication, welding, basic woodwork,
and sewing. Avoid machining.
3. Materials * Use materials readily available in SSA - steel tube/rod/sheet/angle, wood,
tarpaulin or canvas, rubber (from inner tubes/tires).
* Pre-fabricated parts only if readily available in SSA and is inexpensive -
mostly limited to bicycle components.
4. Maintenance * Similar to bicycle repair for intuitive and familiar maintenance
* Materials must be resistant to weather to avoid deterioration.
5. Safety * Bicycle must be able to fall on the ground without disturbing the trailer.
* Must be manoeuvrable on rough rural roads, particularly on corners and
slopes and when braking.
* Must be stable enough to remain upright during transit.
6. Comfort * Suspension or mattress to provide comfort.
* Option for both an inclined and lying position to accommodate various
medical needs.
* Protection from road debris and weather.
* Ability to hide the patient from outside view - sometimes required by
pregnant women or patients with stigmatized diseases (AIDS)
* The stretcher must be quickly and easily secured on the trailer with minimal
disruption to the patient.
7. Dimensions * Wide enough to accommodate one patient, but narrow enough to avoid
interference with traffic on roadsides.
* Long enough to allow adults to lie flat on their backs.
* Ground clearance is more than 10" or 25cm.
8. Distance * 0-30km
9. Weight * Less than 45 kg or 100 lbs
10. Lifetime * At least 5 years
11. Cost * No more than $500
1.2. Background of Transport as a Barrier to Healthcare
In Sub-Saharan Africa, the nearest health clinic or hospital may be several kilometers away. Yet,
less than 1% of households in Africa have access to private motorized transportation. In rural
areas, public motorized transportation is scarce or non-existent. Even in urban areas, stigma
against illnesses like AIDS makes it difficult for the infirm to gain access to public transport.
Road networks are also generally poor. Many places, especially in remote or rural areas, do not
have roads suitable for vehicles [3]. As a result of remote location and poor transportation
systems, much of the population of rural sub-Saharan Africa does not have adequate access to
medical facilities.
In these areas, intermediate means of transport (IMTs) exist between the traditional mode of
walking (with loads carried on the head, shoulder, or back) and modern conventional motor
vehicles. IMTs are intermediate between traditional and modern transportation methods, in
terms of investment cost, transport capacity (speed, payload and range of travel), infrastructure
requirements, complexity of maintenance, and resources (skills, facilities, materials and
investment) required for manufacture [7] (see Appendix A: Intermediate Means of Transport and
Their Characteristics). Although IMTs are common and aid in the transport of goods, they are
not suitable for medical transport. Wheelbarrows are slow and uncomfortable, and patients may
be injured or even die before reaching the health center. Animal carts or sledges may be able to
transport patients more quickly, but patients must usually pay a high transport fee because these
IMTs are needed for economic activities.
Figure 1. Wheelbarrows, animal-drawn carts, and ox sledges are common IMTs.
Without any suitable means of transport, people are dying from treatable diseases because they
cannot reach medical care when they need it most. Often, the only way to bring ill patients or
pregnant women to a health center is to be carried on foot or propped upon a bicycle. "Stretcher
groups" transport the sick or injured from village to clinic by carrying them on a stretcher over
long distances, which are sometimes over 30km (See Figure 3) [3]. Bicycles alone do not offer a
safe or comfortable means of transport for ill or pregnant patients. If a bicycle is available, but a
patient is too weak to cycle, several people sometimes help to balance the patient on the bicycle
and push the bicycle to the clinic (See Figure 2). In addition to being a slbw and exhausting
means of medical transport, the "stretcher group" and propping-on-bicycle methods sometimes
requires groups of up to twelve people to assist in the transport of the patient [3]. If the journey
from home to healthcare takes several days, patients do not even attempt the journey, allow
conditions to worsen, and often die before they reach aid.
Figure 2. Patient propped upon a bicycle [31 Figure 3. "Stretcher group" in Uganda [3]
1.3. Motivation for Bicycle Ambulances
Bicycle ambulances have been a proven solution to this tragic problem in several developing
areas, where current methods of transport are inappropriate in speed, safety, cost, or availability
[1,5]. Bicycle ambulances are an appropriate technology that consists of a trailer, which carries a
stretcher and can be towed by a bicycle. Bicycle ambulances empower caretakers to provide
access to healthcare without relying on the government or foreign organizations for continuous
support because bicycle ambulances do not require any fuel or electricity for operation. Bicycle
ambulances are more sustainable than motorized vehicles, which are easily rendered inoperable
due to lack of fuel, replacement parts, or local knowledge about maintenance or repair. Local
ambulance production can also stimulate the economy and ensure that all parts and processes
required for maintenance and operation will be readily available.
In 2005, First Lady Maureen Mwanawasa of Zambia publicly recognized the need for bicycle
ambulances in her country. There were no bicycle ambulances currently being produced in
Zambia. Although there were bicycle ambulances in other countries, the designs were not
available and they were not being exported. Moreover, bicycle ambulances should be designed
especially for the country in which it is to be used because its success is highly dependent upon
its suitability for specific local conditions, such as terrain, cultural stigmas, weather conditions,
needs of patients, and availability of materials and manufacturing processes. Thus, there was a
need for a bicycle ambulance design that would meet the specific needs of communities in
Zambia, as well as a need for local manufacturer to produce it. Disacare Wheelchair Center in
the capital city of Lusaka decided to tackle the challenge of providing cheap, locally
manufactured and maintained bicycle ambulances.
Disacare was founded in 1991 and worked closely with several international organizations, such
as Whirlwind Wheel Chairs International (WWI) to locally produce wheelchairs and mobility
aids that would be suitable for the conditions and terrain of a developing country. Disacare has
grown and developed through the years, and has the capacity to produce up to twenty
wheelchairs a month in addition to providing other metal fabrication, landscaping, carpentry, and
tailoring services. Disacare's diverse and broad set of skills fortuitously meets the requirements
for developing bicycle ambulances. Income from producing bicycle ambulances is also intended
to help Disacare achieve financial sustainability.
1.4. Final Design
The Gamma version of the Zambulance was developed in September 2006, and is currently
being produced in Zambia by Disacare Wheelchair Center in Lusaka. The Gamma consists of a
two-wheeled trailer that carries a removable sheet metal stretcher and can be towed by a
common 28" wheel diameter road bicycle. With a single rider, and one patient being transported
by a single rider at average speeds of 25kph or 15mph for distances up to 26km on decent roads.
The stretcher including the mattress weighs approximately 20 kg, and the trailer with wheels
weighs approximately 22 kg. The standard bicycle weighs about 16 kg. The overall dimensions
of the trailer are 200cm by 98cm, and the overall dimensions of the stretcher are 200cm by
65cm.
Figure 4. Gamma Zambulance attached to a bicycle.
The ambulance is made from standard bicycle components and steel stock, such as 25mm round
tube that can be bent in a Hossfeld bender [6] to minimize cuts and welds. In order to
standardize production, all the 25mm tubing Hossfeld bender and welded together on a fixture,
which would hold all the parts in the proper orientation.
The features of the Gamma Zambulance are summarized below.
1.4.1. Stretcher
The stretcher is 200cm by 65cm, and the rectangular frame is made from a 25mm OD round steel
tube. Although the bed of ambulances from other countries are usually made from fabric, the
bed of the stretcher is made from two pieces of 0.6mm thick steel sheet metal that are brazed or
MIG welded to the frame (see Figure 5). The sheet metal is more durable than fabric, and is half
the price of the imported PVC-reinforced tarpaulin that was the only non-metal alternative of
comparable durability.
Canopy Frame - ,
Figure 5. Gamma stretcher with main features labeled
A 2" foam mattress with a water-resistant rexine (PVC-coated cotton fabric) cover is made
especially for the stretcher, and makes the journey more comfortable for the patient. Four short
tubes serve as feet and elevate the stretcher off of the ground for easier lifting and to protect the
mattress from abrasion. Rather than welding on separate handles, the sheet metal is cut to
provide room for users to lift the stretcher from the corners of the frame. A canopy frame made
out of Y8 (8mm diameter) rebar is attached to the stretcher's backrest to allow waterproof canvas
to be strapped on as rain and sun protection for the patient.
Patients with different ailments require different sitting positions. Similar to the DfD design,
pivots made from concentric tubes connect the backrest to the stretcher frame, and allows the
backrest to be inclined. Since it is unlikely that two chains (one on each side of the stretcher)
would be under equal load at any given time, a single stronger chain was used instead of the pair
of weaker chains. A 5mm chain is welded to the backrest, and is secured by a tube welded on
the stretcher frame. The angle of the backrest can be adjusted to different positions by changing
the apparent length of the chain.
1.4.2. Trailer
The trailer is about 200cm by 98cm at its biggest dimensions (See Appendix F: Production
Manual for specific dimensions). It is made mostly from 25mm OD round steel tube. Since it is
much easier to design a welding fixture for a planar two-dimensional part, the Gamma trailer was
designed to be a completely flat trailer body (see Figure 6 for labeled components). This change
eliminated the need for three-dimensional bends. Since the stretcher bed is made from sheet
metal rather than canvas, the ribs or reinforcement tubes can also be in the plane of the trailer.
The tow bar is made from two pieces of 25mm square tubing rather than round tubing because
they are easier to stack. Dropouts, made out of pieces of angle iron are welded to the bottom of
the wheel surrounds to hold the trailer wheels. Semi-circular fenders made from 19mm OD
round tubing, and sheet metal mudguards are the only features that are not in the plane of the
Stretcher Foot
Backrest





trailer. They protect the patient from debris coming off the trailer wheels. A handle made out of
rebar was attached to the boom to provide a means for easy steering of the trailer when the





24" Bicycle Wheel Hitch Attachment -
Figure 6. Gamma trailer with parts labeled
1.4.3. Bicycle Clamp and Hitch
The original seat-and-chain-stay clamp and nut-and-bolt hitch were designed by Allen
Armstrong, and are shown in Figure 7. The clamp can be attached to the chain stay and seat
stay of common bicycles and consists of angle iron, flat bar, nuts, and bolts. The nut-and-bolt
hitch is a universal joint that is made from M16 nuts and bolts, and allows for three axes of
rotation. Field assessments revealed that users sometimes attached the hitch to the clamp
incorrectly since there were two possible orientations. The clamp and hitch were redesigned, as
shown in Figure 8, so that the hitch could only be assembled in the proper orientation and could
not be accidentally disassembled. Please refer to section 3.4.3 on page 53 for a more thorough
description of the redesigned hitch.







Figure 7. Nut and bolt hitch rotation
1.4.4. Welding Fixture
After standardizing the bends on the Hossfeld tube bender, a welding fixture was developed to
hold all of the components of the main trailer frame in the correct orientation for welding (see
Figure 10). The other side of the welding fixture could also be used for welding orienting and
welding feet onto the stretcher. The welding fixture is made from 25mm square tubing (see
Figure 9). The trailer components can be tied against perpendicular posts with metal wire so
each component is constrained by point contacts rather than line contacts. Thumbscrews were
also considered but the Disacare technicians claimed that the threads would wear out quickly,
making the fixture unusable.
Figure 9. Welding fixture alone Figure 10. Welded trailer on fixture
1.5. Project Overview
Since July 2005, I have been collaborating with Disacare on the development of bicycle
ambulances, or Zambulances, for Zambia. I have visited Zambia five times for a total of about
eight months to discuss the transport barrier with stakeholders, design and build prototypes,
gather feedback from users, and develop a fixture to facilitate fabrication.
While researching prior art, existing designs, such as those promoted by Design for Development
(DfD), Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG), and Oxfam, were analyzed to
determine the strengths that could be emulated and areas for potential improvements. The DfD
design was the foundation for the Zambulance. Niki Dun, the designer of the DfD ambulance,
provided advice and a production manual which enabled Disacare and I to start with a proven
design that we could modify to better suit the resources and needs specific to Zambia.
To gain a better understanding of the priorities and needs of stakeholders, I spoke to health
officials at the Mpanshya Mission Hospital, the Chilanga Mother of Mercy Hospice, and Mt.
Makulu Clinic. I also spoke to potential donors, and neighborhood health committee (NHC) and
home-based care (HBC) volunteers who take care of HIV/AIDS patients in Chilanga, a peri-
urban area of Zambia.
Based on the design specifications determined by discussions with Disacare and other
stakeholders, three different generations of Zambulances (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma) were
designed and prototyped between July 2005 and August 2007. The Alpha was developed in
August 2005, the Beta in September 2005, and the Gamma in September 2006. Various
engineers from MIT, Whirlwind Wheelchair International (WWI), Design for Development
(DfD), and UC Davis have also provided technical advice regarding the design of the
Zambulance.
Simple hand tools, welding and brazing equipment were used in the fabrication of the
Zambulances. The earlier prototypes were field-tested, and the feedback was used to generate
the final Gamma design. Cost and availability of materials and fabrication techniques, as well as
ease of operation were some of the selection criteria for determining the best design.
In order to standardize production, the Gamma was designed to be made with a Hossfeld bender
[61 and welded together on a fixture, which would hold all the parts in the proper orientation and
ensure consistency in quality and enhanced production speed. Disacare has been using the
bender and welding fixtures to produce ambulances, and claims that both have been working
well.
The first trial test of the Beta began in December 2005 in Linda Compound of Chilanga, a peri-
urban area of Lusaka. The first assessment was conducted in January 2006 after one month of
use. The Linda compound ambulance was assessed again in August 2006 as well as August
2007. Feedback from the Beta assessments was used to design and refine the Gamma
Zambulance. The Gamma Zambulance began being mass-produced in April 2007, and both
production and performance in the field was assessed in August 2006 and 2007.
From January 2006 to August 2007, one bicycle ambulance was used over 125 times to transport
patients from their homes to the nearby clinic and hospice. According to records, the ambulance
carried men and women between the ages of 12 and 90 who were suffering from various
ailments including diarrhea, cholera, tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, blindness, broken bones, anemia,
and pneumonia. The versatility of the Zambulance is demonstrated by the diversity of patients it
can serve.
In December 2005 and then March 2006, an independent benefactor donated two Beta
Zambulances for health centers in Chilanga, a peri-urban area of Lusaka. The Zambulances have
received considerable publicity with two appearances on television, an article by the Zambian
newspaper The Post, and a promotional movie based on the conditions in Chilanga where the
two Betas are being used. In January 2007, twenty-three Gamma Zambulances were donated by
the WHO and distributed by the Zambia Ministry of Health. In February 2007, the Zambian
Ministry of Health also ordered eighteen ambulances and distributed them to district health
centers all over Zambia. In April 2007, Africare donated four Gamma Zambulances to a rural
area called Chikupi in the Kafue District just outside of Lusaka. As of August 2007, Disacare
was in the process of producing eighteen Gammas that had been ordered by the Zambian
Ministry of Health.
To aid in the dissemination of the design, a production manual, complete with instructions and
engineering drawings, has been developed along with a user manual pictorially detailing
maintenance instructions. These materials are available for free downloading at
http://cadlab6.mit.edu/bike.ambulance. Disacare may also serve as a training center where
manufacturers from other countries can learn to produce their own bicycle ambulances. In
September 2007, Aaron Wieler began production of a bicycle ambulance (based on the
Zambulance design) for the Bicycle Empowerment Network (BEN) in Namibia.
1.6. Outline of Thesis
In collaboration with Disacare, I designed three generations (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma) of
bicycle ambulances, or Zambulances, for Zambia.
The project involved the following five phases:
(1) background research including prior art and stakeholder analysis,
(2) design and testing of prototypes with modifications based on user feedback,
(3) the development of equipment and mechanisms for standardized production,
(4) the assessment of ambulance performance, and
(5) the dissemination of ambulance documentation, using production and user manuals.
What follows is an outline of what is discussed in this thesis. Chapter 2 provides an overview of
prior art in bicycle ambulances. Chapter 3 contains a discussion of the three generations of
prototypes designed for Zambia, as well as, detailed explanations of the evolution of the
stretcher, trailer body, clamp, and hitch. Chapter 4 discusses the applications for which the
bicycle ambulance is suitable. Chapter 5 discusses some findings of preliminary assessment of




Before designing an ambulance specifically for Zambia, various existing ambulance designs
were evaluated to determine which would be a good foundation for the development of the
Zambulance. The prior art sections briefly describe the Design for Development (DfD),
Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG), and Oxfam ambulances, which are
representative of different classes of bicycle ambulance design. After discussing the advantages
and disadvantages of each, the Design for Development (DfD) ambulance designed by Niki
Dunn, was chosen to be the foundation for the Zambulances.
Design for Development
Niki Dun developed the Design for Development (DfD) ambulance (see Figure 11 and Figure
12) and produced 20 ambulances in Malawi as part of a pilot project with Transaid in 2003 [2].
The DID design was chosen to be the foundation for the Zambulance designs. The Zambulances
emulated the DID ambulance's removable stretcher with a reclining backrest and the two-
wheeled trailer with a low center of gravity. The clearance between the ground and the lowest
point on the trailer is 10" or about 25cm, which is adequate to accommodate rocks and ditches in
the road. The DID ambulance and Zambulance are both made from 25mm OD round steel tube
with a bender to minimize the number of necessary cuts and welds.
However, there are also distinct differences between the DID ambulance and the Zambulance.
The DID stretcher bed is a canvas material that is attached to the stretcher frame by straps made
from bicycle inner tubes and sewn to the perimeter of the canvas. The DID trailer has several
reinforcement tubes and metal mesh to protect the patient from debris. The DID hitch attaches to
the seat stays of the bicycle and utilizes a car trailer ball joint. There is no mudguard or canopy
on the DID ambulance.
Figure 11. DfD design [2] Figure 12. DfD ambulance in Malawi
Practical Action or ITDG:
The ITDG ambulance is currently being used in rural Nepal. The bottom of the ambulance
appears to be made out of either sheet metal or wood, and can be padded with cushions to make
the patient more comfortable (see Figure 13).
Figure 13. ITDG ambulance in Nepal [1] Figure 14. ITDG trailer in Nepal [11
The ambulance is meant to seat a caretaker along with the patient. Although it is useful to have a
caretaker on board, it makes it more difficult for the cyclist to pedal and the journey may take
longer. Usually the caretaker is a family member who is not medically trained so there is a limit
to how much medical care a patient can receive during transport. The ITDG trailer (see Figure
14) appears to be too short for a patient to lie completely horizontally, but sitting up may be
uncomfortable for some patients. The trailer also seems to be wide enough to seat two people
side-by-side. However, wider trailers face a greater risk of either interfering with vehicular
traffic or not being able to maneuver along narrow trails and paths in rural areas.
Oxfam:
The Oxfam ambulance consists of a thin flat bed that appears to be about 55cm to 65cm (about
22" to 26") from the ground (see Figure 15). The elevation of the bed is convenient in hospital
settings so medical personnel do not have to stoop to treat patients. However, the high center of
gravity of the patient on a moving ambulance makes it less stable, and patients can fall off or be
injured if the ambulance tips over. High-bed ambulances are more likely to tip over when the
attached bicycle tips over because the hitch cannot accommodate such a large range of motion
without disturbing the ambulance.
Figure 15. Oxfam ambulance
Disacare High-Bed Ambulance:
When Disacare started their bicycle ambulance project, they had limited access to researching
resources. A picture of the Oxfam ambulance, downloaded from the Internet, was the only
information Disacare had about the prior art on bicycle ambulances. In June 2005, Disacare
fabricated a high-bed ambulance (see Figure 16a) based on the picture. Although it looked
similar to the Oxfam ambulance, it did not function well and had several areas of weakness.
Figure 16. a) Disacare's copy of the Oxfam high-bed
ambulance, b) hitch top-view and c) side-view
The hitch (see Figure 16 b and c) only allowed for yaw, or rotation about a vertical axis, which
made it difficult to maneuver the ambulance safely. If the bicycle tilted too much to either side,
the trailer was in danger of overturning. Due to the flexing of the tow bar and loose connections
in the hitch, the trailer bed would also rock forward and backward about the pivot created by the
wheel axles. This instability combined with the high center of gravity and negligible guardrails
resulted in concerns that a patient could fall off the ambulance and injure himself.

3. DESIGN EVOLUTION OF THE ZAMBULANCES
Similar to the DfD ambulance, the three generations of Zambulances (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma)
consist of a removable stretcher on a low-bed, two-wheeled trailer that can be attached to the
back of a bicycle. To frame the comparison of the Zambulances, Figure 17, Figure 18, and
Figure 19 display the hitch, stretcher bed, and trailer frame of the Alpha, Beta and Gamma.
Figure 17. a) Alpha ball joint hitch, b) canvas stretcher bed, and c) 32mm OD tube trailer
Figure 18. a) Beta U-joint hitch, b) PVC tarpaulin stretcher bed, and c) reinforced trailer
Figure 19. a) Gamma nut and bolt hitch, b) sheet metal stretcher bed, and c) planar trailer
3.1. Overview of the Zambulances
Although the main configuration was preserved throughout the generations, changes in the
material, manufacturing process, and detailed design lead to significant improvements in
durability, manufacturability, and comfort. After a general overview of the Zambulances, the
evolution of each major component of the Zambulance will be discussed in detail.
The Alpha, Beta, and Gamma Zambulance are chronologically compared in the following
section to emphasize key features and differences from the DfD design and other Zambulances.
Although other designs, such as a rickshaw or sidecar, were also considered, they will not be
discussed further.
3.1.1. Alpha
The main difference between DfD design and the Alpha ambulance is the Alpha's simple
rectangular trailer frame, which includes the tow bar, and forms one continuous perimeter of
32mm OD round steel tubing. The motivating factor was to reduce the number of parts and
bends needed to form the trailer body since Disacare did not have the appropriate dies for
bending anything but 19mm OD tubing. Having one continuous piece of larger diameter tubing
meant that the trailer body and tow bar would be stronger and would not need the extra U-beams
and cross beams as reinforcements.
Figure 20. Alpha ambulance Figure 21. Alpha trailer frame
The Alpha hitch was modeled after the DfD ball joint hitch. However, new car components are
very expensive, and parts atjunkyards are not standard, reliably available, or economical. The
Alpha stretcher consists of a frame made from 25mm OD tubing. Various canvas materials were
tried for the stretcher bed, but it was difficult to attach the canvas by weaving rope through straps
around the perimeter of the canvas and the frame. Grommets were poor quality and would rip
the fabric, and straps made from the canvas itself would rip. Nylon strapping is expensive and
time consuming to sew on and reinforce. Lacing and tightening the canvas was also time-
consuming and cumbersome. The canvas also sagged significantly, lowering the patient's body
towards the ground. No suspension is provided other than the limited inherent elasticity in the
canvas. The DfD stretcher used straps made from inner tubes to provide suspension, but
Disacare found that inner tubes tore easily and also resulted in too much sag.
Figure 22. a) Alpha hitch is modeled after the DfD hitch, b and c) Rope attaches canvas
The trailer wheels were positioned with 40 negative camber to increase the stability of the
ambulance since tipping over was a common problem faced by previous models of ambulances
used in other countries. Disacare was already experienced with creating cambered wheels for
their basketball wheelchairs so the complexity of camber was not as daunting as it might be for
other manufacturers. Although camber was relatively easy to achieve, it is unnecessary for a
trailer with such a low center of gravity.
Mitering, bending, and brazing the three-dimensional trailer frame was more difficult and time-
consuming than expected. Although the geometry is simpler than the DfD design, it is difficult
to manufacture accurately. Since 25mm OD tubing and the equipment needed to bend it are
more commonly available than the equivalent for 32mm OD tubing in developing countries, it
was determined that future designs should be made with 25mm OD tubing. The stretcher and
trailer frame could then be made from the same tubing with the same equipment.
3.1.2. Beta
Similar to the DfD design, the Beta ambulance is made from 25mm round steel tubing, which is
bent with a Hossfeld bender. The Beta's main design requirement was to be as robust as possible
while only using 25mm OD tubing. Its reinforcement tubes are of a different geometry than that
of the DfD design, and ensure less flexing of the trailer frame.
Figure 23. Beta ambulance with patient Figure 24. Beta trailer frame
The Beta hitch was designed and made by Chris Howard of Whirlwind Wheelchair International
(WWI). The hitch is a universal U-joint with three axes of rotation. However it was difficult to
make accurately, and slight errors would result in interference with the bicycle (See Figure 50).
Figure 25. Beta hitch Figure 26. Beta hitch side view
The stretcher material was changed from canvas to PVC reinforced tarpaulin for increased
durability. Also, rather than tying the canvas to the frame with rope, a strip of sheet metal was
sewn into the hem of the tarpaulin and bolted to the stretcher frame.
Figure 27. Bolts and nuts hold tarp to frame Figure 28. Metal in hem causes tears
Although the PVC tarpaulin was adequately strong, it was imported and had a minimum lead-
time of two weeks and was sometimes unavailable. The sheet metal strips within the hem of the
tarpaulin may also wear down the material and cause the tarpaulin to tear over time. Drilling
holes in the stretcher frame in order to bolt down the tarpaulin considerably weakens the frame.
The Beta ambulance geometry is more complex than the DfD design because the trailer requires
three-dimensional bends and has more reinforcement tubes. This three-dimensional shape is
difficult to bend accurately and fixture. The most complex region of the Beta ambulance is the
tow bar. To reduce complexity in that region, the Gamma ambulance was designed with a planar
rather than inclined tow bar.
3.1.3. Gamma
The Gamma trailer, including the tow bar, was designed to be planar and as simple as possible.
The planar geometry made it possible to develop a fixture to align and position all the critical
components of the trailer, so all critical components could be welded at once. This greatly
reduced the manufacturing time and increased the geometric precision of the trailer. Eliminating
components that require three-dimensional bends also made the fabrication of the components
much easier. All components are two-dimensional at most, and there are no more than two
bends in any one piece. All bends are 900 bends, which are easy to check and align.
The canvas or metal mesh features (stretcher bed and fenders) on the DfD ambulance were
replaced with steel sheet metal on the Gamma due to the following reasons: (1) canvas and fabric
are relatively expensive and not regularly available in Zambia since they are imported, (2) sheet
metal is more durable and cheaper in Zambia, and (3) Disacare is more familiar with its sources
and characteristics. In addition, unlike the sagging canvas, the sheet metal stretcher protects the
patient's body from falling beneath the plane of the trailer, and allows the trailer's reinforcement
ribs to be in-plane with the rest of the trailer.
Figure 29. The Gamma ambulance transports a patient from her home to a clinic
Instead of attaching to the hitch to the bicycle's seat post, the hitch attaches the trailer near the
bicycle's rear axle. This change eliminated the need for three-dimensional bends. A hand tow
bar made out of rebar was attached to the boom to provide a means for easy steering of the trailer
when the bicycle is not attached. Mudguards made out of sheet metal were also added to protect
the patient from debris coming off the trailer wheels.
3.2. Design Evolution of the Stretcher
3.2.1. Stretcher frame
The stretcher frame is 200cm by 65cm at its largest dimensions, and it is narrower than the trailer
(See Appendix F: Production Manual for specific dimensions). The stretcher's length was
determined based on Disacare's estimate of a length that would be able to accommodate most
Zambians. The width of the Gamma stretcher was adjusted to be wide enough to accommodate
an adult and narrow enough to fit through an average doorframe at Disacare. Limiting the width
enables only one person to lie down comfortably on the stretcher, and will discourage people
from overloading and misusing it with multiple passengers.
The stretcher frame is made from 25mm OD and 1.6mm thick round steel tube since it is readily
available in most developing countries, and can be bent with a Hossfeld bender. The Gamma
stretcher frame is very similar to DfD's design, but the Gamma stretcher is made in two halves,
and brazed at the middle of the long sides so it can be reinforced with 85cm long 21.4mm tubes.
Although the reinforcement tube increases the weight by 0.7 kg, it increases the strength by
essentially increasing the wall thickness (see Appendix B: Analysis). Unfortunately, Disacare
sometimes does not use reinforcement tube of the proper length or diameter so it is important to
emphasize the need to use materials of the proper dimensions. Another advantage of joining the
halves along the long side rather than the narrow head or foot of the stretcher is that small
variations (+/- 1 cm) in the width of the stretcher are negligible over the length of the stretcher.
Figure 30. Overall dimensions of Gamma stretcher frame from a bottom view
3.2.2. Stretcher material
The Gamma stretcher bed was made from sheet metal that is MIG welded to the stretcher frame.
Standard hospital stretchers in Zambia are also made from sheet metal (see Figure 31). Although
bicycle ambulances in other countries tend to have beds made from fabric or canvas, the material
found in Lusaka was not strong enough or was too expensive. PVC-reinforced tarpaulin could be
ordered from Tanzania, but the lead-time was about two weeks, and it cost almost twice as much
as the locally available sheet metal. A standard sheet of 0.6mm thick steel is about 2.45m2 and
costs about $15 (55,300 Zambian Kwacha or ZMK) while two square meters of PVC reinforced
tarpaulin costs $27 (100,000ZMK).
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Figure 31. Hospital stretcher in Zambia Figure 32. Mattress disinfection
A 5cm or 2" thick foam mattress with a water-resistant rexine cover (cotton or rayon canvas with
a PVC coating) is used with the sheet metal stretcher to provide a more comfortable surface for
the patient. To reduce the risk for the transmission of infectious diseases, disinfecting alcohol is
recommended for cleaning the mattress and stretcher bed on a regular basis. It is difficult to
estimate how long the mattress would last, but it is likely that the ambulance owners would be
able to make or purchase standard stretcher mattresses if a replacement were needed. The
ambulance that has been in use the longest was donated in December 2005, and was still used
with the mattress in good condition in November 2007. In rural areas, rats have been known to
chew holes through the rexine cover.
3.2.3. Backrest adjustment
The backrest of the Gamma stretcher is similar to that of the DfD stretcher. A piece of angle iron
is welded to the stretcher frame to prevent the backrest from falling below the plane of the
stretcher. A lot of braze is required to fill the gap between the vertical flat face of the angle iron
and the 25mm round tube, but it is too difficult to weld the 3mm thick angle iron to the 1.5mm
thick tube. The pivot is made by brazing a 21.4mm OD insert to the stretcher frame, and brazing
a 25mm OD sleeve to the backrest. It is recommended that the tubes fit snugly within one
another to prevent the backrest from twisting in torsion.
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Figure 33. Gamma backrest pivot top view Figure 34. Gamma backrest pivot profile
The angle of the backrest can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the effective length of a
5mm gauge chain. The DfD design uses two 15" long chains with openings bigger than 0.25"
with a 1.5" long 0.25" diameter rod to fix the end of the chain [2]. The Gamma only uses a
single chain on one side of the stretcher because, at any given time, it is unlikely that the weight
of the backrest is being supported evenly by both chains. The worst-case scenario is that only
one of the chains is fully supporting the weight and the other chain may even be unhooked.
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Thus, a single chain must be designed not to fail even if it is supporting the entire weight of the
backrest and the other chain is not necessary. See Appendix B: Analysis for details on how the
chain gauge and length was selected.
On the Gamma stretcher, one end of a 95cm long 5mm chain is brazed to the backrest frame, and
the other end goes through a short 25mm tube. A 8mm rod is brazed on the end of the chain to
keep the end from falling loose (see Figure 37). To shorten the apparent length of the chain and
increase the angle of recline, the rod can be pulled out from the 25mm tube, and reinserted into
another link to keep the chain from slipping through and the end from hanging loosely (see
Figure 36). This chain lock may not be the most intuitive or simple design, but the end of the
chain will always be secured, and will not pose a possible nuisance or hazard. Assessments of
the ambulance revealed that users would sometimes tie the chain around the trailer to prevent it
from interfering with the wheels (see Figure 39).
Figure 35. Chain end is secured by a rod Figure 36. Lock new link to change angle
Figure 37. Chain secured when lying down Figure 38. Chain secured when reclined
Part of a link from a 8mm chain would be strong enough to secure the chain. However, Disacare
is usually reluctant to buy chain of a different gauge only to use a few links. Instead, Disacare
often uses the 3mm chain meant for their wheelchairs on the backrest or the chain hook, and it
fails under use. Using the 8mm rod and tube to secure the chain is less likely to lead to
manufacturing errors because both the rod and tube are standard steel stock that Disacare usually
purchases. The design has an inherent safety check because the 8mm rod will only fit in the
cavity of a 5mm chain so it ensures that smaller chains are not mistakenly used. See Appendix B:
Analysis for details on the strength of the chain lock.
Figure 39. a) 8mm chain hook as designed, b) broken 3mm hook, c) loose chain tied on
3.2.4. Handles and feet
Rather than attaching separate handles onto the stretcher like the DfD design, the Gamma
ambulance relies on the exposed corners of the stretcher frame to serve as handles. When there
were separate handles on the sides of the stretcher, people preferred to hold the stretcher from its
corners rather from the handles. Also, unlike the DfD stretcher's small U-shaped feet bent from
3/8" solid steel rod, the Gamma stretcher's feet are simply cut out of 25mm tubing. The feet
only have to be tall enough to elevate the mattress off the ground and to provide clearance for
fingers to reach under the stretcher to lift it.
Figure 40. Users lift stretcher at ends Figure 41. Feet provide clearance for hands to lift
3.2.5. Canopy
The Gamma canopy provides shade over the patient's head. The canopy frame is shaped like a
soccer goal and is bent out of rebar and welded onto the backrest and covered with canvas. It is
lightweight, cheap, and easy to manufacture, but it is difficult to stack and transport the backrests
without bending the canopy frame. The canopy also does not completely protect the patient from
rain, sun, and stigma from the community. Privacy is especially important for pregnant women
who may deliver their babies in-transit to the health center. Users have suggested a tent-like
canopy that would completely surround the patient.
Figure 42. a) Canopy frame, b) and c) Canopy protects from sun, but not rain or stigma
3.2.6. Safety features
To keep the stretcher properly positioned on the trailer, locators on the stretcher sit in front and
behind the fenders, and prevent forward and backward motion (see Figure 43a). The fenders on
trailer also sandwich the stretcher and prevent side-to-side motion (see Figure 43b). This design
allows the stretcher to be lifted easily and quickly, but minimizes the risk that the stretcher will
accidentally come off the trailer. In order for an accident to occur, the stretcher would have to be
raised about 35cm or 14" over the fenders and off the trailer. Disacare sometimes makes the
blockers too short, and they are incorrectly squeezed against the fender sheet metal so it is
important to emphasize that the blockers be the right length and properly located on the stretcher.
Four blockers ensure than the stretcher cannot be improperly located on the trailer.
Figure 43. a) Locators position stretcher lengthwise, and b) fenders position it sideways
Seat belts made out of Velcro straps and 8mm rebar were designed for the stretcher, but Disacare
decided not to manufacture ambulances with seat belts. It is unclear whether the seat belts would
be used in practice since many Zambians do not wear seat belts in cars except when in the front
seats.
3.3. Design Evolution of the Trailer
3.3.1. Trailer frame dimensions and height
The trailer frame is made mostly from 25mm OD round steel tube, and is about 200cm by 98cm
at its largest dimensions (See Appendix F: Production Manual for specific dimensions). The
Gamma trailer (98cm wide) is narrower than the DfD (107cm or 42in wide) trailer. The
narrower width makes it slightly easier for the Zambulance to navigate along the sides of major
vehicular roads or narrow trails in rural areas.
Figure 44. Overall dimensions of Gamma trailer frame
The height of the stretcher was determined by balancing benefit of being as low to the ground as
possible for stability, and the risk of colliding with rocks and other obstacles if the trailer is too
low to the ground. From the field test results of the DfD ambulance in Malawi, it was
recommended that the ground clearance be no less than 10" or 25cm. Since the trailer's
reinforcement ribs can be in the same plane as the trailer, the lowest point on the ambulance are
the stretcher feet. The ground clearance is approximately 30cm.
3.3.2. Tow bar geometry and reinforcement tubes
Due to the difficulties with ensuring accurate dimensions and positioning of components for
earlier ambulances, it was determined that the Gamma ambulance should be manufactured with a
welding fixture. Since it is much easier to design a welding fixture for a planar two-dimensional
part, the Gamma trailer was designed with a flat trailer body. The Gamma trailer has only one
central reinforcement rib going across the body, and a single square tube reinforcing the tow bar.
This design is minimalist compared to the DfD or Beta trailers, and is much easier to produce.
Figure 45. Gamma with reinforcement rib and tow bar
In earlier models, the reinforcement tubes and tow bar were the only precisely located
components that were not in the same plane as the trailer body. The fenders are perpendicular to
the trailer frame, but they can easily be located by aligning them with the trailer's side tubes.
The reinforcement ribs for the DfD and Beta designs had to be in a different plane to provide
space for the stretcher's canvas to sag. Changing the stretcher material from canvas to sheet
metal enabled the rib or reinforcement tube to be in the same plane as the trailer. Designing a
planar rather than inclined tow bar also allowed the tow bar to be incorporated into the planar
trailer frame.
Designing the tow bar to be in the same plane as the trailer had many advantages. The Gamma
tow bar does not require any bends or complicated reinforcements. The tow bar is made from
two stacked lengths of 25mm square tube, joined at 450 to a 38mm square tube. Although the
remainder of the trailer is made from round tubing, square tubing was chosen for the tow bar
because the planar interfaces are easier to cut, align, and weld together.
Figure 46. Gamma tow bar consists of two 25mm and one 38mm square tubes
Although the planar tow bar does not serve as a handle for pulling the ambulance by hand, it
seems that it is not necessary to directly hold the ambulance by its tow bar when a bicycle is
attached. According to ambulance operators, they usually leave the ambulance attached to the
bicycle and use the bicycle's handlebars to maneuver the ambulance when they cannot cycle and
need to move the ambulance on foot.
Figure 47. Operator maneuvers with bicycle's handlebars rather than the tow bar
A separate handle was designed and prototyped to provide the option of towing the ambulance
by hand, but Disacare decided not to include it in the final product. It was cheap and easy to
manufacture, but it was not durable or robust enough to be used with a patient on the trailer (see
Appendix F: Production Manual for details).
The advantages of the Gamma's planar tow bar become even clearer with a discussion of the
disadvantages associated with inclined tow bar designs. Since an inclined tow bar would have to
be attached to the bicycle in the space beneath the seat and above the rear wheel of the bicycle,
there is a high risk that the hitch will interfere with the bicycle if there are inaccuracies or
failures. Furthermore, inaccuracy in the positioning and geometry of the tow bar has significant
negative consequences, such as the trailer body being inclined rather than level, or the tow bar
colliding with the rear wheel of the bicycle during turns (see Figure 48).
Figure 48. Beta tow bar and bicycle rear wheel interference
If a part of the clamp or hitch bends, it may easily interfere with the bicycle frame and the
ambulance may be rendered inoperable. In fact, the Beta ambulance that was donated to Mother
of Mercy Hospice in Lusaka was rendered inoperable by this interference and was repaired by
Disacare (see Figure 50). Although one may suggest that a robust hitch design will prevent this
interference problem, it is preferable to reduce the risk that the geometry of the trailer will
exacerbate the negative impact that a damaged part has on ambulance functionality.
Figure 49. Beta hitch as designed Figure 50. Deformed Beta hitch
In addition to the risks associated with an inclined tow bar resulting in interferences with the
bicycle, there are also manufacturing challenges. These manufacturing difficulties can be
illustrated through descriptions of the Alpha and Beta Zambulances.
The Alpha had a simple trailer body geometry, which required fewer parts than the DfD design.
Since larger diameter tubing is stiffer, the Alpha ambulance was designed with 32mm (rather
than 25mm) OD round steel tubing to eliminate the need for reinforcement tubes to brace the tow
bar. However, this change from 25mm tubing to 32mm tubing did not significantly decrease the
complexity of manufacturing. Since it was infeasible to make the capital investment for the
specialized bending equipment, the tow bar angle was formed by mitering, bending, and brazing
the manually-bent trailer frame. Mitering and brazing requires more skill and time so the simple
geometry was negatively offset by the difficulty in manufacturing without specialized
equipment. The transferability of the design was also a concern because 32mm OD tubing and
the equipment necessary to bend it is not reliably available in all developing countries.
Compared to the Alpha design, the Gamma design is easier to manufacture, does not require as
many parts or bends, and can be constructed with readily available 25mm OD tubing.
Figure 51. CAD model of Alpha trailer Figure 52. Original Beta trailer in CAD
The Beta trailer was originally designed to be similar to the Alpha trailer, without reinforcements
ribs beneath the trailer body and no reinforcement tubes bracing the tow bar (see Figure 51). To
reduce the stress concentration at the joint between the tow bar and the trailer, the tow bar was
made from the same piece of tubing as the trailer. A Hossfeld bender was used to bend the
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25mm tubing, but it was still difficult to obtain the correct geometry since the tow bar was
designed with three-dimensional bends. While trying to correct the angle, a strong technician
was able to bend the tow bar with his hands while steadying the main trailer frame with his body
weight. To ensure that the tow bar would not bend during use, additional reinforcements were
added (see Figure 53).
Figure 53. Beta tow bar reinforced Figure 54. Trailer wheel rim collapse
The Beta ambulance was tested until failure with three times the typical load (with three, rather
than one, adult males on the stretcher). As the rider was pedaling full-speed over a curb, the
locally available 28" wheel on the trailer collapsed (see Figure 54). This result adheres to the
design for failure guidelines since the weakest component (the trailer wheel) is easily
replaceable, and can fail without severely damaging the other components. Moreover, it became
apparent that the trailer frame did not need to be quite so robust because the trailer wheels will
always fail before transmitting any significant forces to the trailer frame. The Gamma
Zambulance is reinforced only where it is needed, and does not require any complex bends.
3.3.3. Wheel surrounds, dropouts, and wheels
The wheel surrounds are wide U-shaped arms that surround the trailer wheels, and protect them
from being hit directly or hurting someone. The wheel surrounds also provide a mounting
surface for the dropouts, which hold the trailer wheel axles (see Figure 55). The wheel surrounds
(85cm long by 14cm wide) were designed to accommodate the size of the tire, and to locate the
dropouts at the correct position to mount the trailer wheel axles (see Figure 56).
Figure 55. Dropouts mounted on surround Figure 56. Surround fits 24" or 28" wheels
The rear leg of the Gamma wheel surrounds meet on the spinal axis of the trailer to form the rear
rib of the trailer body. The other leg of the wheel surrounds butts into the trailer side beam,
rather than also meeting at the spinal axis of the trailer since it is extremely difficult and
unnecessary to ensure than the width of the two
to meet (see Figure 57).
wheel surrounds are accurate enough for the legs
Figure 57. Wheel surround geometry in CAD
The dropouts are made by cutting a slot into a piece of angle iron in order to hold the wheel axle
in the same manner as dropouts on bicycles. The dropouts are attached underneath the trailer
frame, so that they can transmit forces from the wheels directly to frame (see Figure 58). All the
Zambulances were designed with dropouts that would hold the trailer wheel axle 1.5cm below
the bottom of the trailer. Unlike the DfD design, which uses 0.25" or 6mm flat plate, the Gamma
ambulance uses 3mm thick 25mmx25mm angle iron. The angle iron provides a horizontal
surface to mount to the wheel surrounds, ensuring that the face with the slot is vertical so the
wheel is not cambered or misaligned. The fixture used the keep the trailer components aligned
during welding, also includes a feature to align the dropouts perpendicular to and flush against
the trailer tubes (Figure 59).
Figure 58. Gamma dropouts on trailer Figure 59. Welding fixture for dropouts
The trailer is designed to use common 24" wheels (see Figure 53) for cargo bicycles, rather than
the 28" roadster wheels (see Figure 54), which are more prevalent but not as robust. Camber is
not necessary but can be easily created by putting a spacer in between the dropout and the trailer
frame.
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3.3.4. Fenders and mudguards
The fenders prevent the stretcher from moving side to side, and protect the patient from the
rotating wheel and debris from the road (see Figure 60a and b). The fender location was
determined by the trailer body width. The Gamma stretcher (65cm wide) was designed to be
narrow enough to fit through an average doorframe at Disacare, and the trailer body (70cm wide)
was designed to be slightly wider so the fenders would sandwich the stretcher (see Figure 60a).
One traditional birth attendant suggested that it would be preferable for the fenders to be 20cm
further apart to accommodate pregnant women giving birth on the ambulance.
Figure 60. a) Fenders confine the stretcher, and b) fender and mudguard protect patient
The Gamma fender frame is made from 19mm round tube that is bent into a semi-circular shape
on the same wooden fixture that Disacare uses to make hand-rims for their wheelchairs (see
Figure 61). The semi-circular fender frame is about 38cm or 15" in radius and can accommodate
both 28" and 24" diameter trailer wheels (see Figure 56). Bending the fender frames requires
less time and material than cutting, mitering, and welding the DfD trapezoidal fenders.
Figure 61. Fender frames are bent on a jig and cut in half to form matching arches
The semi-circular fender frames are welded to the trailer after the trailer is welded on the fixture.
A vertical reinforcement tube can also be welded from the center of the top of the frame to the
trailer tube to transmit and distribute forces from the dropout through the fender frame to the
trailer.
Figure 62. Fender frame welded on trailer Figure 63. Fenders made from sheet metal
The Gamma fender and mudguards are made from 0.6mm steel sheet metal (see Figure 63)
because canvas or metal mesh would not adequately protect the patient. The sheet metal is
brazed, rather than riveted, to the semi-circular frames. If steel rivets are available, the sheet
metal can be riveted onto the fender frame. However, Disacare could only source aluminum
rivets and did not realize the importance of using steel rivets to join steel sheet. Consequently,
the aluminum rivets would wear and come out after time. Figure 64a shows a Beta Zambulance
with a loose fender due to missing rivets. Figure 64b shows how one community fixed their
rattling loose fender by tying it to the reinforcement tube with a wire.
Figure 64. a) Aluminum rivets wear out, and b) communities fasten fenders with wire
Although brazing is more expensive, it is more reliable. Manufacturers who are not familiar
with rivets may purchase those of the wrong dimensions or material, or drill holes of
inappropriate sizes especially when correct drill bits break and are not replaced. Stick welding
the sheet metal onto the frame is also an option, but welding thin sheet metal is challenging and
also requires more time with grinding down the welds.
3.4. Design Evolution of the Bicycle Clamp and Hitch
The design of the clamp is strongly influenced by the geometry of the trailer because the trailer
geometry dictates which part of the bicycle connects to the trailer's tow bar. The earlier
ambulance designs (DfD, Alpha, and Beta) each had an inclined tow bar extending upward,
forward, and inward from the front corners of the low trailer bed towards the seat post or the
upper parts of the chain stays. It was assumed that an inclined tow bar was necessary to allow
the operator to tow the trailer by hand. For any trailer with an inclined tow bar, the clamp had to
be connected to a high point on the bicycle, such as the seat stay or seat post.
Due to manufacturing difficulties with making an inclined tow bar and user feedback from
Zambia, indicating that the trailer was rarely pulled by hand, it was decided that the tow bar
should be in the same plane as the trailer rather than inclined, and that the clamp should be
attached near the rear axle to the bicycle's chain stay and seat stay, rather than the seat post.
The original seat-and-chain-stay clamp and nut-and-bolt hitch were designed by Allen
Armstrong, and are shown in Figure 65. The clamp can be attached to the chain stay and seat
stay of common bicycles and consists of angle iron, flat bar, nuts, and bolts. The nut-and-bolt
hitch is a universal joint that is made from M16 nuts and bolts, and allows for three axes of
rotation. Field assessments revealed that users sometimes attached the hitch to the clamp
incorrectly since there were two possible orientations. I redesigned the clamp and hitch, as
shown in Figure 66, so that the hitch could only be assembled in the proper orientation and
could not be accidentally disassembled. Details about how the new hitch is made can be found
in Appendix G: New Hitch Production Manual. The following sections detail the design of the
bicycle clamp and hitch.
Figure 65. Nut and bolt hitch rotation Figure 66. New hitch design in CAD
3.4.1. Seat-and-chain-stay Clamp
Armstrong's seat-and-chain-stay clamp only requires angle iron, flat bar, nuts and bolts so it can
be easily manufactured and repaired anywhere with a steel industry. Figure 67 through Figure
70 show various views of the clamp back and clamp front subassemblies.
Figure 67. Clamp back CAD labeled Figure 68. Clamp front CAD labeled
Figure 69. Clamp back views Figure 70. Clamp front views
The bicycle's seat and chain stays are sandwiched between the angle iron pieces of the clamp
back subassembly and the double layered flat bar of the clamp front subassembly (see Figure 71
and Figure 72). The clamp can only be installed in one orientation, and it can accommodate the
slightly different angles between the chain stay and seat stay of common bicycles.
















However, the clamp is not intuitive to install (see Figure 73) because it has no familiar
counterpart in the technologies commonly found in developing countries. The clamp requires a
few minutes to install and remove from the bicycle frame so it is recommended that the clamp
remain on a dedicated bicycle and that the ambulance be detached from the bicycle at a joint in
the hitch.
Figure 73. First-time users have a difficult time determining how to attach the clamp
Users also tend to over-tighten the clamp and collapse the bicycle frame because they assume
that the two sides of the clamp should touch. To avoid this problem, the clamp was designed
with wing-bolts or thumbscrews specifically so no wrench or spanner could be used to over-
tighten it. However, Disacare did not understand the reason for thumbscrews and assumed that
they were only for areas without wrenches or spanners. Consequently, several users over-
tightened the clamp with wrenches, and damaged the bicycle frame and bent the clamp (see
Figure 74 and Figure 75).
After speaking to Disacare about problems caused by the design change, they agreed to provide
thumbscrews and elongate the clamp slightly to provide more room around the bolt-holes, which
made it easier to turn the thumbscrews. This experience demonstrates the importance of working
with community partners on the design, and ensuring that they understand the reason behind
design decisions.
Figure 74. Over-tightening dents bicycle Figure 75. Over-tightening bends clamp
Disacare also decided to change the angle of the caster barrel welded to the clamp front
subassembly. It was more intuitive and easier for them to weld the caster barrel perpendicular to
the flat bar (see Figure 76), rather than 45 degrees to the flat bar (see Figure 77).
Figure 76. Clamp front modified Figure 77. Clamp front as designed
However, this change in the angle of the caster barrel raised the attached hitch with respect to the
bicycle. This change in position resulted in interference between the hitch and the bicycle chain
stays so the bicycle cannot lie completely flat (see Figure 78). It is important that the bicycle is
able to fall completely flat on the ground without disturbing the ambulance (see Figure 79) so the
patient will be safe even if the cyclist falls off the bicycle.
Figure 78. Angle change causes interference Figure 79. Correct design allows bike to fall
Several lessons have been learned from the assessment of the clamp. If possible, all components
should be designed in collaboration with community partners so everyone understands the
reasons behind the design. Any questions or disagreements could have been discussed and
resolved by both the designer and manufacturers. The clamp and hitch were also the only critical
components, which were not manufactured with welding fixtures. Creating a welding fixture for
these components would also drastically decrease the risk that they would be redesigned
improperly or manufactured incorrectly.
Although the changes made by the manufacturers resulted in some denting of the bicycle frame,
and interference between the hitch and the bicycle, these consequences were not critical. The
interference would not allow the bicycle to lie completely flat on the ground, but the ambulance
was still safe and stable even if the bicycle fell. The Zambulances were still operational and
maneuverable.
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3.4.2. Original nut-and-bolt hitch
Mr. Allen Armstrong designed the original nut-and-bolt hitch shown in Figure 80. Since field
assessments revealed that users would sometimes incorrectly connect the hitch to the clamp, I re-
designed the hitch (as shown in Figure 81) to make it more intuitive to use. Both the original and
redesigned hitch is a universal joint consisting of M16 nuts rotating freely on threaded rods or
bolts to form three perpendicular axes of rotation: (1) yaw, (2) pitch, and (3) roll. What follows
is a description of the original nut-and-bolt hitch. Section 3.4.3 provide more detail about the
redesigned hitch.
Figure 80. Original nut-and-bolt hitch Figure 81. Redesigned hitch
Using threaded nuts and bolts is more effective than unthreaded shafts and bushings because the
threads counter the moments on the shaft more effectively (see Appendix B: Analysis for
details).
The nut-and-bolt hitch requires the nuts to remain approximately centered on the bolt shaft in
order for the nuts to turn freely. If the nuts rotated all the way to either end of the bolts, it would
either jam or ruin the threads. It was initially assumed that this would not be a problem since the
nut never makes one complete revolution while it is fully assembled and in use. However, field
assessments revealed that users did not understand how the hitch worked, and sometimes
attempted to operate the ambulance with the nut rotated all the way to the end of the bolt shaft.
When the nuts are too close to the stationary nut on the pitch axis or too close to the bolt head on
the roll axis (see Figure 80 for axis definition), the nut will jam as shown in Figure 82. When the
nuts are too close to the free end of the bolt, the moment on the bolt will put pressure on the end
threads and damage them as shown in Figure 83.
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Figure 82. Hitch incorrectly inserted in top Figure 83. Roll-axis bolt has worn threads
When Armstrong and I were initially considering the design of the nut-and-bolt hitch, there was
a option between welding the threads on the free ends of the bolt to prevent the hitch from being
disassembled, or leaving the threads intact and enabling all bolts and nuts to be removed (as
shown in Figure 80) for ease of servicing. It was decided that the end threads should not be
welded so if any bolt threads or nuts were damaged, they could easily be replaced. However, the
free bolt ends made the hitch easier to damage and there were also rare occasions when the
trailer detached from the hitch because the nuts were too close to the free bolt ends.
It was assumed that jamming and ruining of threads could be avoided by instructing the user to
make sure than the nut was always axially centered on the bolt shaft. Jason Alcaraz and I created
a user manual consisting of pictorial instructions indicating that the nuts should be centered on
the threaded rods after each attachment and before each use (see Appendix C: User Manual).
However, Disacare did not distribute these user manuals to their customers, and no training was
provided when communities received their ambulances. This experience may indicate that
designs requiring even the simplest instructions are susceptible to misuse.
Neglecting to distribute user manuals or provide trainings resulted in more mistakes by users
concerning the attachment of the hitch to the bicycle clamp. The original hitch can be connected
to the clamp in two possible orientations: one with the MlI6x100 bolt inserted from the bottom of
the caster barrel (see Figure 84), and the second with the M16xl00 bolt inserted from the top of
the caster barrel (see Figure 85). The M16xl00 bolt should be inserted from the bottom of the
caster barrel in order for the trailer with 24" trailer wheels to be level with the ground. The
second orientation is intended to allow for the more common and prevalent 28" trailer wheels to
be used as replacements if the more robust 24" trailer wheels were not available in the
community. The 28" trailer wheels raise the height of the rear of the trailer, and inserting the
M16x100 bolt from the top of the caster barrel raises the front end of the trailer by a
corresponding height to allow the trailer to remain level.
Figure 84. Hitch inserted in clamp bottom Figure 85. Hitch inserted in clamp top
Although offering two different orientations for attachment was meant to offer more flexibility in
the range of trailer wheels that could be used, field assessments revealed that this option resulted
in some users attaching the hitch to the clamp incorrectly. The ambulance is usually delivered
unattached to the bicycle due to space constrictions during transport, and the users must figure
out how to attach the two together. Some users inserted the Ml6xlOO bolt from the top of the
caster barrel (see Figure 86), and disregarded the fact that this caused the trailer rear to tilt
downwards toward the ground (see Figure 87). This behavior is understandable because
inserting bolts into the top of the caster barrel is probably more intuitive than inserting it from
the bottom.
Figure 86. Hitch incorrectly inserted in top Figure 87. Trailer rear is tilted downwards
3.4.3. Redesigned nut-and-bolt hitch
I redesigned the clamp and hitch, as shown in Figure 88, so that the hitch could only be
assembled in the proper orientation and could not be accidentally disassembled. The M16xl00
bolt is constrained to only rotate and not move axially in the caster barrel. When the clamp is
attached to the bicycle in the only possible orientation, the M16xl00 bolt is up-right, as intuition
would suggest. The Ml6xl00 bolt is not removable from the caster barrel because a washer is
welded to the shaft after the bolt is inserted. Neither the nuts nor the bolts are removable
because they are constrained at each end by a bolt head, nut, or weld ruining the threads. In
order to attach the hitch to the clamp, you must hold the free nut against the bottom of the
M16x100 bolt while rotating it clockwise (see Figure 89). A safety nut may also be tightened
onto the M16xl00 bolt after the hitch has been attached to it.
Figure 88. Redesigned hitch assembled Figure 89. Assembly of redesigned hitch
In the original nut-and-bolt design, the yaw axis could potentially be jammed by inserting the
M16xl00 bolt into the caster barrel, and then over-tightening the nut on top (see Figure 84). The
rotation of the yaw axis (which requires the greatest range of motion and allows for left and right
turns) on the redesigned nut-and-bolt hitch is achieved by a bolt rotating freely in wheelchair
caster barrel. A washer welded to the shaft of the M16xl00 bolt prevents it from shifting axially,
and prevents it from being jammed by over-tightening of the safety nut against the bottom of the
caster barrel.
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4. APPLICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
4.1. Appropriate Environment for Bicycle Ambulances
The Zambulance was designed specifically for Zambia. The design was heavily influenced by
material availability and cost, manufacturing capabilities, terrain, and cultural values. The
Zambulance may be suitable for use in other developing areas that may have similar conditions
to Zambia. What follows is an outline of the conditions found in areas with thriving
Zambulances. Bicycle ambulances are likely to thrive in other areas with similar conditions (see
Table 2).
Table 2. Summary of properties of an appropriate environment for bicycle ambulances
Conditions Description
Bicycle * Many people ride and fix bicycles
infrastructure * Many bicycles and bicycle components are available
Manufacturing * Steel stock
infrastructure Bicycle components
* Welding or brazing capability
Healthcare * De-centralized so distance to homes < 20km
system * Affordable or free services and medication
* More beneficial for patient than services at home
Terrain * Passable by bicycle
* Not very mountainous or hilly
* Does not cross many deep waterways
Competing * Too slow: carried on back, in wheelbarrow, on stretcher
transport * Dangerous: motorcycles
options Too expensive: private cars or taxis
* Stigma: exclusion of severely ill from public transport
Cultural * No stigma against riding ambulance
acceptance
Community 0 People must respect the ambulance's purpose as medical transport
support 0 People must be willing to contribute to the maintenance and volunteer
to operate it
Bicycle infrastructure:
Bicycles and bicycle components are available in most developing countries. People who are
already familiar with bicycles are likely to be able to maintain the bicycle ambulance with their
basic knowledge of bicycle maintenance. Basic bicycle components, such as inner tubes and
tires, should also be available in areas where bicycle ambulances will operate. These items are
essential for the regular maintenance of ambulances. Hubs, rims, chains, and spokes may also
need to be replaced occasionally.
It is important that bicycle ambulances are introduced to areas that are already familiar with
bicycles, so that they will be properly maintained and operated. If bicycle ambulances are
distributed to areas without bicycles, it is possible that the ambulance will be stolen or misused
for other transport needs.
Manufacturing infrastructure:
In areas where bicycle ambulances are to be produced, basic steel stock (round tube, angle iron,
rebar, sheet metal, nuts and bolts) must be available, along with metal fabrication workshops
able to stick weld, MIG weld, or braze. If durable weather resistant canvases, tarpaulins, or
plastic sheets are also available, they may be used to make the stretcher surfaces, rather than
sheet metal.
Table 3. Recommended equipment for bicycle ambulance production
Process Recommended Equipment
Cutting * Measuring tape * Vise
tubing * Marker, chalk, and scribe * Hack saw
* Protractor * Metal file
* Chop saw (optional)
Bending 0 Hossfeld tubing bender 0 Large squares for checking 900 bends
tubing * 25mm bending dies * Wooden fixture (for bending 19mm
* Vise grip tubing into mudguards)
Drilling * Center punch and hammer * Drill bits (8 mm and 10mm?)
* Drill press 0 Cutting oil for drilling or lubricating
bender
Metalwork * Sheet metal shears * Rubber hammer and anvil
Metal * Stick welder * MIG welder or brazing equipment
Joining 0 Welding goggles 0 Pliers and wire cutters (to attach and
remove tubes from welding fixture)
Tailoring * Sewing machine * Scissors
Finishing * Angle grinder 0 Angle grinder to smooth welds
operations * Face mask * Paint gun and air compressor
Healthcare system:
Transport to health centers is only effective if the health center is able to provide services or
medication that is not available to the patient at their home. If the health center is poorly
equipped, then it may not be beneficial to transport patients to that center. Also if people do not
trust or cannot afford the healthcare system and would prefer to see traditional herbalists or witch
doctors near their home, transport may not be necessary. Moreover, if the health care system is
extremely centralized with very few health centers, which are more than 20km from patients'
homes, motorized transport may be more appropriate than pedal power.
Terrain:
Roads in developing countries may not be suitable for motorized vehicles or fuel may be too
expensive or not readily available. However, paths that may be too small or rough for cars may
be manageable on bicycles and ambulances, which are narrower in width and are more
maneuverable.
The bicycle ambulance is intended for areas in which bicycle use is prevalent. Any region where
riding a bicycle is difficult would be even more challenging for a bicycle ambulance. In areas
where it is extremely mountainous or hilly, it may be too difficult to pedal a bicycle with a heavy
load in tow. Also if paths tend to cross waterways and there are no means for transporting the
bicycle or ambulance across, that area might not be appropriate for bicycle ambulances.
Competing transport options:
Often, in rural areas, the only means for patients to travel from home to health center is to be
carried on the backs of others, in a wheelbarrow, or on a makeshift stretcher. These methods are
often too slow and may lead to more injuries during transport if they are carried in an
inappropriate position or if they should fall. Motorcycles are a faster alternative, but it may be
dangerous for patients too weak to hold on or sit up. Motorized transport is usually only
provided with a fee, since the cost of transport includes the cost of fuel and maintenance of the
vehicle. Most patients, especially those suffering from chronic diseases, cannot afford to pay
even a small fee for transport. Also, in urban areas such as Lusaka, public transport in the form
of buses are available, but severely ill patients (especially those seeming to suffer from
AIDS/HIV) face such a strong stigma that they are not allowed to ride the bus. Very few people
have private cars or can afford to pay a taxi to transport them even 3km.
Cultural acceptance:
In some cultures, it may be inappropriate to ride upon certain types of vehicles. For example,
lying down during transport may seem similar to being ferried away in a hearse. Thus, some
people view transport as a bad omen that death is near. Those with severe illnesses may also be
stigmatized and will need privacy during transport. If the ambulance is designed with these
cultural considerations in mind, it is more likely to be accepted.
Community support:
The support and acceptance of the community is essential in the success of the bicycle
ambulance. Healthcare transport must be valued over other needs for transport. For example, if
there is a stronger need for cargo transport, then the purposes of the ambulance will be
disregarded and it will be used to transport goods or cargo. The temptation to steal or misuse the
ambulance will only be overcome if people recognize the dire needs of patients to reach health
centers.
Community members must also be willing to communally pay for the ambulance maintenance or
volunteer to operate it. Relatives of the ill or the patient himself cannot be expected to bear the
full burden of transport in addition to their other difficulties.
4.2. Management and Operation Models
There are various ways in which to manage or operate a bicycle ambulance service. Different
models may be appropriate for different conditions and environments.
Cargo trailer rentals for free ambulance service:
In Malawi, the DfD bicycle ambulance was sold in conjunction with a bicycle cargo trailer.
Revenue from renting the trailer could be used to cover the cost for operation and maintenance of
the bicycle ambulance. There were also concerns that the ambulance would not be available in
case of an emergency if people misused the ambulance to transport goods. Requiring that people
purchase a cargo trailer if they wanted to buy an ambulance, ensured that a cargo trailer would be
available to for transporting goods, and that the ambulance could then be dedicated to
transporting patients.
Donated ambulance operated by community volunteers:
In Zambia, the Zambulance was donated to communities by the WHO, the Zambian Ministry of
Health, local organizations like Africare, and independent donors. Neighborhood health
committees (NHC) or volunteer health groups operate the ambulance for free. The villages or
neighborhoods served by the community sometimes pay a small maintenance fee to make the
service available to everyone for free. The NHC must also sometimes raise more money for
maintenance by engaging in income-generating activities or soliciting donations. With this
community model, the ambulance is usually kept at someone's home in the village or a
community center, such as a school, so it is close by in times of emergency.
Health center owned and operated:
Bicycle ambulances may also be kept at health centers and shared by several communities served
by the health center. For example, a Zambulance in Kafue in Zambia is being shared by three
NHCs. When someone in the community is ill, an NHC member has to go to the health center to
retrieve the ambulance, cycle back to the village, and then back to the health center. Sometimes
the ambulance is already being used to carry a patient when someone comes to retrieve the
ambulance. This centralized model increases the time before the patient reaches the health
center, but it also makes the ambulance available to a larger number of people. Some
communities allow relatives to operate the ambulance while others restrict use to NHC members.
Medical transport service as a micro-enterprise:
Vehicular ambulances have been used to start micro-enterprises in which an entrepreneur
charges a large fee to wealthier patients, in order to subsidize or offer free transport to poorer
patients. It is possible that this model may work with the bicycle ambulance to generate income
for the person operating the ambulance.
5. ASSESSMENT
Long-term assessment is important in understanding how the ambulance is used, whether the
design can be improved, and whether it will be useful in other areas. Disacare can use the
information for marketing purposes and to accurately inform their customers about the
ambulances benefits and capabilities. The volunteer health group operating the ambulance may
also be able to use the data to prove to donors how they are helping their community. This data
may help them to procure more funds for community service projects or to gain credibility with
potential partners. Appendix D and E contain assessment materials, such as record forms and
survey questions.
The following sections provide a summary of where Zambulances have been distributed, and
preliminary data on assessments of the Beta and Gamma Zambulances.
5.1. Summary of Zambulance Distribution
A total of forty-seven Zambulances have been produced by Disacare (see Table 4). In December
2005 and March 2006, an independent benefactor donated two Beta Zambulances to Chilanga, a
peri-urban area of Lusaka. In January 2007, twenty-three Gamma Zambulances were donated by
the WHO and distributed by the Zambia Ministry of Health. Ten were delivered to health
centers in Mumbwa District, while the other thirteen were donated elsewhere in Zambia. In
February 2007, the Zambian Ministry of Health also ordered 18 ambulances and distributed them
to district health centers all over Zambia. In April 2007, a non-profit called Africare donated
four Gamma Zambulances to a rural area called Chikupi in the Kafue District just outside of
Lusaka. Eighteen Zambulances that were ordered by the Zambia Ministry of Health are in
production are expected to be distributed in 2008.
Table 4. Summary of Zambulance orders and deliveries
Date of ZambulanceDonor Dle Location Number M eDelivery Model
Cossie Findlay 12/2005 Chilanga* 1 Beta
3/2006 Chilanga 1 Beta
World Health 1/2007 Mumbwa* 10 Gamma
Organization Undisclosed Katete, 13 Gamma
(WHO) by WHO Chongwe
Zambian Undisclosed byMinistry of 2/2007 MoH18 Gamma
Health (MoH)
Africare 4/2007 Kafue* 4 Gamma
Zambian N/A Still in 18 GammaN/A 18 GammaMoH production
*Note: Zambulances in these locations have been assessed by the designer and Disacare.
5.2. Beta Assessment in Chilanga
5.2.1. Overview
In November 2005, Cossie Findlay commissioned Disacare to make a bicycle ambulance to
serve Linda compound in Chilanga, a community in a peri-urban area of Lusaka. Mrs. Findlay
had previously been assisting Linda compound by donating money for medicine. When she
learned of Linda's difficulty with transport to health centers, she decided to donate a bicycle
ambulance.
The first assessment of the Beta Zambulance was conducted in January 2006. Assessments are
being conducted every six months by either Disacare or student volunteers every January or
summer for the lifetime of the ambulance. Records from January 2006 to August 2007 have
been analyzed to draw conclusions from the number of times the ambulance was used each
month, the patient's age, the patient's gender, and the patient's illness. Subsequent sections
detail how the data was tabulated. A summary follows.
A total of 124 people used the ambulance during this period of twenty months. This is
equivalent to an average of eight patients per month or two patients per week. The ambulance
was used most frequently during a cholera epidemic in January and February 2006. Patients
were usually between the ages of twenty-one and forty, probably due to the prevalence of AIDS
infection in this age group. Fifty-four percent of the patients were male while forty-six percent
of the patients were female. The patients served by the ambulance have a wide range of medical
conditions, ranging from gastrointestinal illnesses such as dysentery to accidental injuries or
chronic illness like HIV/AIDS. Although the patients being served by the ambulance are quite
diverse, the ambulance operator tends to be a male relative. It is assumed that males are viewed
as being stronger and more capable of towing the ambulance behind the bicycle for several
kilometers. The roundtrip journey from NHC office to patient's home to the health center
usually takes about an hour and a half to three hours, depending on how long the cyclist has to
wait for the patient to be treated.
5.2.2. Operation model
Disacare delivered the Beta Zambulance to Linda compound in December 2005. The
Zambulance is operated and maintained by the neighborhood health committee (NHC) at Linda
compound. The NHC is a group of volunteers responsible for providing some basic medical
services to the community and referring patients to health centers for professional care.
According to Johnny Shawa (the chairman of the NHC), when the ambulance arrived, the NHC
announced to their community that free ambulance service would be provided at NHC
headquarters. Volunteers or relatives usually transport the patient on the bicycle ambulance from
home to the health center, waits for the patient to be treated, and then transports them back to
their home unless they are admitted as in-patients. Since no service fee is charged, the NHC
members reserve some of their own money for the maintenance and repair of the ambulance.
Patients are typically transported from their homes to Mt. Makulu Clinic or to Mother of Mercy
Hospice. Linda compound is about 2.5 km from its center (3.5 km at the furthest point and 1.5
km at the nearest point) to Mt. Makulu Clinic, and 4km to Mother of Mercy Hospice. Mrs.
Nangwale, the Sister in Charge at Mt. Makulu Clinic, stated that the bicycle ambulance has
helped the community because people otherwise have to walk, call a taxi, or hire a vehicle when
they need to reach the health center. Mother of Mercy Hospice cares for patients who are
typically brought to or referred to it by the home-based care (HBC) program caring for
HIV/AIDS patients and orphans. Although patients may receive free medical care, room, and
board at the hospice, the wards in the hospice often have empty beds. The hospice staff, patients,
and HBC volunteers have agreed that lack of transport is one reason why patients are unable to
reach the care they need. Although there are vehicular transport options available, the buses do
not allow patients to board due to stigma and fear, and taxis are too expensive to hire. Even if a
private car is available, sometimes the challenge is reaching the main paved road from within the
compounds, where there are interweaving dirt paths passable only on foot or by bicycle.
During the day from 8am to 6pm, a bicycle remains attached to the ambulance and is available
for use. Every night, the ambulance is detached from the bicycle and stored in the NHC's
community office. Since Mt. Makulu Clinic is closed in the evening, the ambulance is not used
at night. If a patient needs urgent care in the evening, they must travel 15 to 20 km to
Chawamba Hospital or University Teaching Hospital (UTH). If the patient does not have money
for transport, the community helps out with cost-sharing.
5.2.3. Use trends
Johnny Shawa, the chairman of the Linda NHC, has volunteered to keep records of the
ambulance use. Records from January 2006 to August 2007 have been compiled and analyzed.
The ambulance is sometimes used without record because some cases occur in an emergency or
Shawa is not present at the time of its use. During the month of January 2006, Shawa stated that
the ambulance was used at least ten times without record. For other months, there may be fewer
or no records (May or June 2007) because the NHC was preoccupied with other tasks. I will
attempt to draw some conclusions from the available data but there are some inaccuracies due to
some inconsistencies in record keeping.
Frequency of ambulance use:
Analyzing the number of times the ambulance was used per month should indicate any seasonal
trends. October to February is the rainy season, while March to September is the dry season.
Water-borne diseases are usually more prevalent during the rainy season, but people are less
likely to travel.
A cholera epidemic during the rainy season of January and February 2006 resulted in frequent
use of the ambulance. The ambulance was sometimes needed multiple times per day. The
following rainy season does not show nearly as much use (see Figure 90). It is possible that the
ambulance is used less frequently during the rainy season when there is no epidemic because the
muddy roads are more difficult to traverse, and patients may be more reluctant to travel in the
rain.
Table 5 summarizes the number of times the ambulance was used per month from January 2006
until August 2007. A total of 124 people used the ambulance during this period of 20 months.
The ambulance was used an average of 8 times per month or two times per week (May and June
2007 were disregarded because no records were kept for those months).
Figure 90. Frequency of ambulance use per month from January 2006 until August 2007
Table 5. Ambulance use per month
Month in Month in
2006 Numbers 2007 Numbers
January-06 11 January-07 2
February-06 20 February-07 6
March-06 4 March-07 6
April-06 10 April-07 4
May-06 7 May-07 0
June-06 3 June-07 0
July-06 7 July-07 9






The youngest patient to use to the ambulance is 12 years old and the oldest is 90 years old.
Children are less likely to need to use the ambulance because they can be transported easily on
bicycle or may be carried more easily than adults. An overwhelming 68% of the patients were
between the ages of 21 and 40. This trend is probably due to the fact that people in their twenties
and thirties are the most severely affected by AIDS, and thus are the most likely to need medical
care. In 2003, it was estimated that 16.5% of Zambian are infected with HIV or AIDS [8]. In
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by the ambulance increases to 13% around age 60-70 because these people were in their prime











Figure 91. Distribution of patients by age
Gender distribution:
Fifty-four percent of patients using the ambulance were men, while forty-six percent were
women. This is a surprising contrast to the FABIO (First African Bicycle Information Office)
bicycle ambulance project in Uganda, in which 70% of the patients transported were women,
29% were men, and 1% were children [5]. The presumed reason that women were transported
more frequently in Uganda is that 52% all patients transported were pregnant women [5]. In
Chilanga, Zambia, none of the patients transported were pregnant women, presumably because
the Mt. Makulu Clinic and Mother of Mercy Hospice do not provide obstetric services.






Patients using the bicycle ambulance were asked to state reasons for needing transport. The
reastrointestinalons w re l ter categorized inrespirato gastr intestinal, respiratory, skin/muscle/bone, or other
condition. General needs such as emergency or accident or also listed under miscellaneous. The
reasons were so varied that it is difficult to determine which is the most prevalent. Irregular
circumstances such as a cholera epidemic also make it difficult to make predictions for future
years. It is, however, evident that the bicycle ambulance has served patients with a wide range of
medical conditions and needs.
Table 6. Reasons patients stated for being transported by bicycle ambulance
Gastrointestinal Respiratory Skin, Muscle, OtherMiscellaneous
or Bone Conditions
* Diarrhea * Chest pain * Joint pain e Fever * Accident
* Cholera * Tuberculosis * Backache * Anemia * Chronic illness
* Dysentery * Pneumonia * Leg wound * Malaria * Infection
* Stomach pain o Cough o Bone fracture o Sexually o Collapsed
* Dehydration o Swollen body transmitted * Emergency
* Poison * Swollen legs infection * Death
* Boils o Epilepsy o Operation
* Bed sores * Blindness * Medical
* Burns * HIV/AIDS review
Ambulance operators:
Usually, relatives or friends of the patient borrow the ambulance to transport patients.
Community members or NHC members also occasionally volunteer to use the Zambulance to
bring patients from their homes to health centers. The fact that relatives often use the ambulance
suggests that the ambulance is easy to use since no training is required to operate it. Cyclists
who operate the ambulance tend to be male since it is often quite difficult and tiresome to pull
the ambulance for several kilometers over rough terrain. The standard bicycle is also usually too
large for the average-size woman to ride comfortably.
Destination and travel time:
The majority of patients are transported to either Mt. Makulu Clinic or Mother of Mercy
Hospice, which are respectively between 2km and 4km from most households. The roundtrip
journey from NHC office to patient's home to the health center usually takes about an hour and a
half to three hours, depending on how long the cyclist has to wait for the patient to be treated.
This variability in distance traveled and waiting time at the health center makes it difficult to
estimate how fast the cyclists are able to travel on the bicycle ambulance.
5.3. Gamma Assessment in Kafue
5.3.1. Overview
Africare was running a program on malnutrition in Kafue, and many people complained about
the lack of transport to the clinic. Due to these requests, Africare donated four bicycle
ambulances to communities in Kafue on April 18, 2007. An assessment of the Gamma
Zambulances was conducted in Kafue in July 2007. Disacare will not be able to conduct regular
assessments at these sites because these areas are too far from Lusaka and transport is too
expensive. Records forms have been distributed to community members, who have been ask to
mail the records to Disacare every six months. What follows is a summary of the preliminary
data that was collected.
Two of the ambulances were distributed to clinics and shared by local neighborhood health
committees (NHCs). The other two ambulances were operated by a particular NHC member and
kept locked in a storeroom at their home. Table 7 summarizes the locations of the ambulance
and the impact of their use. The low frequency of use at Mongu Health post and Lumbaika
Village suggests that ambulances kept at a person's home are unlikely to be used as frequently as
those kept at community centers. More patients can benefit from the ambulance service if
multiple communities are allowed to share it.
Table 7. Bicycle ambulances in Kafue
Ambulance Number
Location Maximum Average Population Use (April - of NHCsdistance Time [hrs] July 2007) SharingJuly 2007) Sharing
Chikupi Clinic 25km 1 10,000 30 3
Chanyanya 26km 0.5-1 11,977 100+ 12Clinic
Mongu Basic
School 9km over hills 2.5 2,000 3 1
Health post
Lumbaika 12km on sand 1.5 Unknown 8 1Village
The Zambulance has been used for distances up to 26km, traveling at an approximate speed of
25kph on amenable terrain. When traveling over hills and on sand, the speed decreases
drastically, as does the frequency of ambulance use. Although it is not recommended to travel
distances further than about 25km, a Gamma Zambulance in Mumbwa has transported patients
35km when the only other alternative was hiring a private car or taxi for 180,000 Zambian
Kwacha ($45 US).
More women than men used the ambulance at Chanyanya Clinic, and Ms. Mwangala, the clinic
officer, speculated that it is because women get sick more often than men. Children did not use
the ambulance because they could be carried while their caretaker rode a bicycle. The patients
were typically men and women between the ages of 20 and 65. The patients suffered from
conditions including HIV, cholera, fractures, malaria, and complicated pregnancies. A cholera
outbreak between February and March lead to an increase in the frequency of ambulance use at
Chanyanya Clinic because of its close proximity to Kafue River.
5.3.2. Operation model
The location and operation model of the four ambulances were quite different. The sections
below detail how the ambulances were operated at each location.
Chikupi Clinic:
Bristol Ntebeka, the Environmental Health Technologist at the Chikupi Clinic, was interviewed
on July 21, 2007. There are about 10,000 people in the Chikupi area, which extends in a 25km
radius from the clinic. There is no vehicular ambulance serving this community. Before the
bicycle ambulance was available, people used to bring patients to the clinic by putting them on a
regular bicycle, with one helper steering and pulling from the front, and two more helpers on
each side of the bicycle, balancing and pushing from behind. Some patients would borrow or
pay for an ox cart to bring them to the clinic.
Three of the five Neighborhood Health Committees (NHCs) in the Chikupi area share the
ambulance at the Chikupi Clinic. Each NHC has ten members, and only members of the NHC
are allowed to operate the ambulance. Some of the benefits of the bicycle ambulance is that it
only requires one person to cycle, takes about one hour to reach the clinic, and is a free service
with volunteer riders. When traveling from the furthest edges of Chikupi area (25km away), it
can be estimated that the speed of the bicycle ambulance is about 25km/hr (15mi/hr). Mr.
Ntebeka also mentioned that the ambulance decreased in the instances of "births before arrival."
Moreover, the ambulance has strengthened the relationship between the NHCs and the clinic,
and between the NHCs and the community. According to Mr. Ntebeka, the ambulance has saved
many lives, and patients praise the ambulance and have no complaints.
The Chikupi Clinic received its ambulance on April 18, 2007. The ambulance is kept indoors in a
storage room and appears to be in good condition. A Classified Daily Employee is in charge of
maintaining the clinic's bicycles along with the bicycle ambulance. There is a bicycle dedicated
to the operation of the ambulance. During the three months from April 2007 until July 2007, the
ambulance was used thirty times to bring patients to Chikupi Clinic. The patients were men and
women of all ages and suffered from ailments, such as fractures, malaria, and complicated
pregnancies. The average frequency of use was ten times per month, or two or three times per
week. Sometimes the ambulance was being used to ferry a patient when another patient needed
it. This may suggest that the Chikupi area needs two ambulances rather than one.
Chanyanya Clinic:
The Chanyanya Clinic serves a population of 11,977, with 4,000 of those people living on small
islands in the Kafue River. The clinic also serves people living in the highlands across the river.
The Chanyanya area extends in a 26km radius from the clinic. There is no vehicular ambulance
serving this community. Before the bicycle ambulance was available, people used to bring
patients to the clinic by balancing them on a regular bicycle and pushing it.
The Chanyanya Clinic received its ambulance on April 18, 2007. Twelve neighborhood health
committees (NHCs) area share the ambulance at the Chanyanya Clinic. Each NHC has ten
members, some of whom volunteer to operate the ambulance. Other community members, such
as relatives of the patient, are allowed to operate the ambulance. No fee is ever charged for the
ambulance service.
Ms. Mwangala, the clinic officer, estimated that the ambulance was used over 100 times to bring
patients to Chanyanya Clinic during the three months from April 2007 until July 2007. If the
usage was steady, the frequency of use is thirty-three times per month, or roughly once per day.
Trip times vary greatly with the distance and terrain traversed. From Magowa, which is 23km
away from Chanyanya Clinic, it takes 1 hour on the bicycle ambulance. However, from
Bonanza, which is also 23km away, it only takes 30min.
According to Ms. Mwangala, the patients appreciate the ambulance and have no complaints.
The patients were men and women from the ages of 20 to 65. More women than men used the
ambulance, and Ms. Mwangala speculated that it is because women get sick more often than
men. Children did not use the ambulance because they could be carried while their caretaker
rode a bicycle. The patients had conditions and ailments varying from HIV treated with ARVs,
cholera, and severe malaria. There was also one case with a complicated pregnancy. The
ambulance was used more frequently during the cholera outbreak between February and March.
Severe malaria and other water-born diseases are more common in Chanyanya area because of
the proximity to Kafue River.
The ambulance was stored in a staff's house next to the clinic. The ambulance operators at
Chanyanya did not know how to use or maintain the ambulance properly. For example, the
clamp was not tightened onto the bicycle frame. This suggests that a user manual is critical for
the safe and reliable operation of the ambulance.
Mongu Basic School and Lumbaika Village:
There is one bicycle ambulance at the health near Mongu Basic School and one in Lumbaika
Village near the Kabweza Basic School. Each is operated and maintained by a member of the
neighborhood health committee and kept locked in their storeroom. No one else is permitted to
operate the ambulance, but the operator is not always accessible since he is often in his fields and
has no phone. Of the eight patients that needed the ambulance at Lumbaika, only one was male,
and two passed away. At Mongu, one patient was pregnant, another had severe malaria, and the
third passed away from unknown causes.

6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1. Long-Term Monitoring and Assessment
Although some preliminary assessment data has been collected, it is recommended that Disacare
monitor the Gamma Zambulances, until some of the ambulances have reached the end of their
useful life. Transaid, a prominent non-profit organization, recommends the following metrics as
indicators of success:
* 10% reduction in mortality attributable to reduced delay in access to medical care
* Percent of total number of patients served that are transported by ambulance
* Percent of total number of patients who were previously unable to reach the health
center, but could obtain access to healthcare with the help of the ambulance
Appendix D and E contain record forms and survey questions and that have been distributed to
communities with Zambulances. The assessment data would be useful for design improvements
as well as marketing.
6.2. Business Model Development
The Zambulance design is available online for free so any manufacturer that chooses to produce
ambulances can have access to the design. The profit margin is determined by how affordable
raw materials, labor rates, and overhead are in comparison to the selling price. Although Disacare
has been able to produce and sell Zambulances, they make little profit because they struggle with
materials sourcing, production efficiency, and marketing.
Table 8 shows the costs of materials, labor, and overhead as well as the profit for Disacare and
the cost to the customer for one ambulance. Disacare does not budget their overhead and labor
expenses based on the number of man-hours or resources a product requires. Instead, the
overhead and labor are calculated as percentages of the material costs. Since production is usually
not as efficient as it could be, with delays caused by lack of materials or power failure, the cost of
producing one ambulance may be significantly more than the percentage of the materials cost.
Disacare also does not change the price of their products based on changing material prices, which
vary considerably with the volatile exchange rate.
Table 8. Itemized costs for one Zambulance
Zambian Kwacha





Labor (35% of materials) 247,690 $63.11
Overhead (15% of materials) 106,153 $27.05
Profit 138,471 $35.28
COST TO CUSTOMER 1,200,000 $305.73
*Exchange rate as of May 24,2007:3925 ZMK/USD
Furthermore, Disacare functions primarily as a manufacturing center and does not have adequate
resources for marketing or monitoring and evaluation. They have struggled in the past with
convincing aid organizations to purchase their wheelchairs because they do not have data
demonstrating the superior performance and durability of Disacare wheelchairs in comparison to
foreign wheelchairs which may be a third or less of the cost. Disacare is the only producer of
bicycle ambulances in Zambia, and none are being imported or exported. However, the demand
for Zambulances may quickly decline if there is no data about their performance or effectiveness,
and little or no marketing or sales efforts.
Disacare also has difficulty sourcing new materials or outsourcing phases of production. More
than twice what they make in profit goes towards buying paint, which could in theory be
purchased for much less or eliminated. If Discare could source inexpensive paint, they could
make up to $100 in profit per ambulance, which is 30% of the cost to the customer. If Disacare
is unable to source different materials or modify their production methods, they may choose to
train others how to produce ambulances, and profit from the training rather than the production.
Other manufacturers may then have the opportunity to profit from ambulance production.
6.3. Dissemination
Organizations in various countries (Malawi, Gambia, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Columbia, and the
Philippines) have expressed an interest in the Zambulance design. A production manual, user
manual, and record forms are available online at http://cadlab6.mit.edu/bike.ambulance. Aaron
Wieler has used some of these materials to develop a bicycle ambulance for Namibia with the
Bicycle Empowerment Network.
It would be interesting to compare the designs for the Zambulance, and the ambulance used in
Namibia to determine which features should be changed to meet the conditions of the specific
country in which they are used, and which designs offer the appropriate feature. A
manufacturer's guide could then be produced to recommend designs based on the metrics of use.
6.4. Design Challenges
6.4.1. Possible improvements for the Zambulance
Ideas for improvements were suggested during assessment, production, field-testing, and
discussions of profit-enhancing ideas. These improvements can be implemented with minimal
changes to the current Zambulance design, and they are briefly discussed below.
Stretcher curtains:
The Gamma Zambulance is currently equipped with a canopy that protects the patient's head
and upper torso from light rain and sun. It also provides some privacy for patient with
stigmatized conditions like AIDS. Traditional birth attendants, who assist in delivering babies in
rural areas, suggested that curtains be designed to entirely surround the stretcher to provide a
pregnant woman with privacy in case of deliveries during transport. A full over-head canopy
would also provide protection against rain. Aaron Wieler developed a canopy in Namibia that
may be adapted to provide an option for curtains (see Figure 93). However, this design for a
canopy does not allow the backrest to lie flat.
Figure 93. Namibia ambulance has a full-body canopy
Seat belt:
Some medical personnel recommended seat belts, and a seat belt was designed out of rods
inserted into straps of Velcro, but Disacare chose not include them with the Zambulances. It
would probably be beneficial to have some means of securing the patient during transport.
Kickstand:
Getting on the ambulance by stepping onto the rear of the stretcher sometimes causes the trailer
to tilt backward with the front raised into the air. A kickstand could be mounted underneath the
trailer to support the rear and prevent the ambulance from tipping.
Mattress straps:
The mattress occasionally slides off the ambulance when the ambulance is being used without a
patient. A cyclist suggested that straps be sewn onto the mattress to secure it to the stretcher
frame.
Broader tires:
For sandy terrain, it is useful to have wider tires. However, it is important that all components
are easily repairable locally with available materials so it may not be feasible to use wider tires if
they are difficult to find. Aaron Wieler created a way to weld two standard bicycle rims together,
and attach them to a standard hub with a non-standard spoke pattern to create a wheel with
double the width from local materials (see Figure 95). The Zambulance may be adapted to use
these wider tires by slightly increasing the space between the wheel surround and trailer body.
Figure 94. Namibia double-rim tire Figure 95. Two standard rims are welded together
Cargo trailer:
In Malawi, Design for Development sold a cargo trailer and bicycle ambulance as a pair, so that
the revenue from renting the trailer could be used to cover the cost for operation and maintenance
of the bicycle ambulance. The availability of a separate cargo trailer presumably reduces the
chances that the ambulance would be misused to carry cargo, making it unavailable to transport
patients.
The Malawi ambulance and trailer designs were completely different, but the Zambulance trailer
could be sold separately as a cargo trailer without any changes to the design or fixtures. The
Zambulance could thus be two products in one if a cargo box were designed to fit onto the trailer
frame. The consumer can either purchase a cargo box or form his own to use with the
Zambulance trailer.
Rust resistance:
Paint costs $70 of the $175 total material cost for the bicycle ambulance (see Table 8). Paint is
responsible for 40% of the cost to the customer but the only value-added is aesthetics and
material preservation. Disacare may consider out-sourcing the painting or surface treatment of
the Zambulance to reduce internal costs.
Some materials are inherently more rust resistant. Aluminum is also more expensive and is harder
to weld, but it is more resistant to corrosion. Another design could be implemented using
aluminum tubing, which is threaded and connected rather than welded. The disadvantage to this
design is that it may not be readily transferable because not all underdeveloped areas have access
to aluminum or threaded connectors.
6.4.2. Design challenges requiring a new foundation
Appropriate technologies can be the most effective when it is designed specifically to meet the
local conditions in which it is used. The Zambulance may be suitable for a wide variety of
conditions common to many developing countries, but an entirely new design may be better able
to address the following design challenges.
Crossing waterways:
In countries, such as Vietnam, paths between households and health centers often cross
waterways. An ambulance capable of land and water transport could be designed for such
regions. It is possible that the trailer could function as a boat with wheels so that it can be pulled
by a bicycle on-land, and then towed by another boat across the water.
Natural materials:
In certain areas, such as Kenya, bamboo is readily abundant and is used for other construction
purposes. A bamboo ambulance would be lighter and less expensive than one made of steel. It
may be easier to make repairs if bamboo is available throughout remote areas as well.
Sandy terrain:
In countries, such as Namibia, the terrain is extremely sandy, and it may be difficult to ride
bicycles even without a heavy load. It is conceivable that a pedal-powered vehicle with wide
tracks, such as those on tanks, would be a more affective means of transport.

7. CONCLUSION
Transport to health centers is a challenge in many developing countries. Typical methods of
transport are slow, unsafe, or too expensive. The bicycle ambulance is one solution to this
challenge of healthcare transport. Three generations of prototypes (Alpha, Beta, and Gamma
Zambulances) have been designed and built for Zambia. The Zambulance design was based on
the Design for Development (DfD) ambulance that was designed by Niki Dun for Malawi.
However, different material availability and cost, cultural considerations, and needs have resulted
in a Gamma Zambulance that is quite different from the DfD ambulance.
The Zambulance is a two-wheeled trailer that carries a sheet metal stretcher, and can be towed by
common bicycles. The ambulance is fabricated from standard bicycle components and steel
stock, such as 25mm round tube. The stretcher's backrest can be adjusted to accommodate
different angles of recline. A mattress also provides additional comfort. Mudguards, fenders, and
a canopy protect the patient from sun, light rain, and debris.
This project has been considered a success because it is locally sustainable. The Zambulance is
built, operated, and maintained by Zambians with local resources and skills. It requires no fuel or
continual contributions from outside sources. The Zambulance empowers the community to
help themselves by volunteering to operate the ambulance. Although it is recommended for
distances less than 25km, it has been used for distances of up to 35km. The Zambulance can
travel at an approximate speed of 25kph on reasonable roads. The Zambulance has helped men
and women between the ages of twelve and ninety, at a frequency of about twice per week if
kept at a community center. It also serves patients with a diversity of conditions, including
cholera, malaria, pregnancy, HIV/AIDS, and broken bones.
There are currently forty-seven Zambulances in Zambia, and more are being produced by
Disacare Wheelchair Center in Lusaka, Zambia. The design may be disseminated and adapted for
countries such as Colombia, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, and Gambia. The Zambulance could be
improved with seat belts, wider trailer wheels for navigating sandy terrain, and a curtain for the
patient privacy. New bicycle ambulances could also be designed to cross waterways or to be
made from natural materials, such as bamboo.
In addition to saving lives, empowering local health groups, and providing an economic
opportunity for local manufacturers, this project has demonstrated that it is possible for a
technology designed by a student to be implemented and used in developing countries. If case
studies of this project and others like it could define what features are necessary for successful
design and dissemination to developing countries, a new methodology for design for development
can be created. This could inspire academic institutions to encourage more students to tackle
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS
1.1 Analysis of stretcher reinforcement
U --- 1--- 2------- - - -
Figure 96. Diagram of stretcher frame for analysis of strength and length of reinforcement
The stretcher frame is analyzed based on a scenario of misuse in which a person of weight 2W is
standing in the middle of the stretcher frame with both of his feet on the stretcher tubes. It is
assumed that half of the person's weight is on each of the long stretcher tubes at the center
(denoted by points 1 in Figure 97) of the tubes, which is 100cm from each end. A reinforcement
tube made from 21.4x1.6mm tube is centered inside the 25x1l.6mm tube, and is assumed to
double the wall thickness of that section (see Table 9).
Table 9. Dimensions of available stretcher frame materials
Round tube 25x1.6 mm 21.4x1.6 mm 21 inside 25mm
Outer Diameter (Do) [mm] 25 21.4 25
Inner Diameter (Di) [mm] 21.8 18.2 18.2
Thickness (T) [mm] 1.6 1.6 3.4
The bending stress is analyzed at points 1 and 2, which are likely to be the areas of the highest
stress since point 1 is at the center of the beam, and point 2 is at the end of the reinforcement
tube. In order for the bending stress to be approximately the same at points 1 and 2, the length of
the reinforcement tube must be about 83cm. This number was rounded up to 85cm, which can
support a person of almost 112kg or 2501bs before failing at point 1, which is in the center of the
beam. Table 10 shows more results of the analysis. If the stretcher frame were made only from
25mmxl.6mm tubing without reinforcements, it would be barely strong enough to support a
person weighing about 60kg or 130 lbs.
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Table 10. Assumptions and results of the stretcher reinforcement analysis
Assumptions:
Total Weight of Person (2W) [kg] 60 100 110 120
Applied Force (Fa) [N] 294 490 539 588
Reaction Force (Fr) [N] 147 245 269.5 294
Results:
Stress at center with 25mm tube [Mpa] 227 379 417 454
Stress at center reinforced tube [Mpa] 133 222 244 267
Stress at interface [Mpa] 131 218 239 261
Note: Bold values exceed the assumed yield stress
Figure 97. Stretcher frame schematic of area in the red dashed box in Figure 96
The load on half of the stretcher frame is modeled as a point load on a simply supported beam as
shown in Figure 97. The applied force Fa is equal to two times the reaction forces F,. The beam
bending stress is calculated at point 1, which is a distance L from the reaction force. The beam
bending stress is also analyzed at point 2, which is a distance £ from the center of the tube, and a
distance L- £ from the end of the tube.
Beam bending is analyzed with the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation (see Equation 1.1). The
classic formula for determining the bending stress in a member is:
My (1.1)
where ar is the bending stress
M is the moment at the neutral axis
y is the perpendicular distance to the neutral axis
I is the area moment of inertia about the neutral axis
The moment due to the reaction force F, (see Equation 1.2) acts at a distance x. By force
balance, the reaction force F,is equal to half of the applied force Fa.
M = Fx = F x (1.2)
2
where Mis the moment at the neutral axis
F, is the reaction force at the end of the beam
F, is the point load applied force at the center of the beam
x is the distance between the reaction force and the point at which the
moment is being taken
For a cylinder, the distance from the point of maximum stress to the neutral axis (see Equation
1.3) is half of the diameter of the cylinder.
y owe (1.3)
2
where y is the perpendicular distance to the neutral axis
Doute, is the outer diameter of the tube
The area moment of inertia about the neutral axis for a cylinder is:
cine = 4outer - D 4 inner (1.4)64
where I is the moment of inertia for a cylinder about the neutral axis
Dote, is the outer diameter of the tube
Dinner is the inner diameter of the tube
Combining all the equations into the bending stress equation, we can derive the general
expression for bending stress (see Equation 1.5).
Myo - MY (1.5)
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1.2 Analysis of the backrest chain
The backrest of the stretcher can either lie flat, or it can be inclined and held in position with a
chain. The angle of the backrest with respect to the horizon can be adjusted by shortening the
apparent length of the chain. The chain gauge is selected by analyzing the chain's tensile stress.
Figure 98. Backrest can lie flat Figure 99. Chain secures inclined backrest
Figure 100. Schematic of stretcher with an inclined backrest
The apparent length of the chain is the distance from where one end is welded on the backrest
frame to where a chain link on the other end is secured on the stretcher frame (see Figure
100). The chain is located by placing its midpoint directly above the pivot, and welding one end
to the backrest when it is flat, and securing the other end in the chain lock (see Figure 101a).
Chain is sold in one-meter lengths, but the longest apparent length (2a) of the chain is about
95cm since a few centimeters are lost due to welding or being enclosed in the chain lock (see
Figure 101a).
Figure 101. a) Chain secured when backrest is flat or inclined, b) Chain gauge schematic
I _. 1...
Three chain gauges (3mm, 5mm, and 8mm) are readily available where Disacare purchases their
other metal components. The chain gauge is determined by the diameter of the cross-sectional
area of one link (see Figure 101b). The 5mm gauge chain was selected for the backrest by
analyzing the tensile force (F,) in the chain due to an applied force (F), acting in the direction
normal to the surface.
It is assumed that the chain is most likely to break when the user steps on the end of the backrest
with the backrest at the minimum angle of 15 degrees from the horizon. The applied force (F,)
acts at the end of the backrest which is a distance x from the backrest pivot. The applied force is
countered by the tensile force in the chain. Dividing the tensile force by the cross sectional area
of one leg of a chain link will provide the tensile stress a, in the chain link.
The equation for tensile stress is derived based on the following assumptions, calculations, and
equations. From geometry, it is possible to relate the distances and angles shown in Figure 102.
Since the chain is located with its midpoint above the pivot, it is secured a distance c (half of the
maximum apparent length) in either direction from the pivot. The line that is perpendicular to
the chain and intersects the pivot, divides the chain in halves of length a (half of the apparent
length at that time). The angle that the backrest makes with the horizon is 6, while the angle that
the chain makes with the horizon is cc, which is half of 0 by geometry.
Figure 102. Basic force diagram of backrest, stretcher, and chain
By balancing the moments about the pivot, the applied force F, can be related to the tensile force
F, (see Equation 1.6).
Fa x = Fb (1.6)
where Fa is the applied force at end top of the backrest
x is the distance from the pivot to the applied force
F, is the applied force at end top of the backrest
b is the perpendicular distance from F,to the pivot
I
By geometry, b can be expressed in terms of L and 0 (see Equation 1.7), and substitution will
result in the tensile force F, (see Equation 1.8).
b = c sin(a) = csin(8/2) (1.7)
where c is the distance between the pivot and the point at which the chain
welded to the backrest
ac is the angle that the chain makes with the horizon
0 is the angle that the backrest makes with the horizon
FaxF,= (1.8)
c sin(6 /2)
where Fa is the applied force at end top of the backrest
x is the distance from the pivot to the applied force
c is the distance between the pivot and the point at which the chain
welded to the backrest
0 is the angle that the backrest makes with the horizon
By dividing the tensile force F, by the cross sectional area of the chain link, the equation for
tensile stress o, can be derived (see Equation 1.9).
FaXCrFX(& (1.9)' csin(O/2)*(rd2/4) 
where Fa is the applied force at end top of the backrest
x is the distance from the pivot to the applied force
c is the distance between the pivot and the point at which the chain
welded to the backrest
0 is the angle that the backrest makes with the horizon
d is the diameter of the cross sectional area of the chain link
Using the equation for tensile stress and the assumptions and dimensions shown in Table 11, the
tensile stress for chain gauges 3mm, 5mm, and 8mm are shown in Table 12 for values of theta
ranging from 15 to 90 degrees at 15-degree increments. The 3mm chain is inadequate to
withstand 70kg or 1501b person pushing with all their weight against the top of the backrest. The
5mm chain is just adequate to sustain this scenario of misuse. The 8mm chain would be
unnecessarily robust, and it would increase weight and cost needlessly.
Table 11. Assumptions and dimensions for chain analysis
Assumptions:
Weight of Person (W) [kg] 70
Yield Stress (Y) [Mpa] 250
Dimension of stretcher components:
Backrest length (x) [cm] 85
Length of chain (2c) [cm] 95
Table 12. Results of chain analysis
Angle (0) Chain Gauge (d) Chain Gauge (d) Chain Gauge (d)
[degrees] 3mm chain 5 mm chain 8 mm chain
15 665 MPa 239 MPa 94 MPa
30 335 MPa 121 MPa 47 MPa
45 227 MPa 82 MPa 32 MPa
60 174 MPa 63 MPa 24 MPa
75 143 MPa 51 MPa 20 MPa
90 123 MPa 44 MPa 17 MPa
Note: Bold values exceed the assumed yield stress
1.3 Analysis of the lock for the backrest chain
It is assumed that when a patient is lying down, half of his weight is on the backrest, acting at
about one-third the length of the backrest (x/3) from the pivot point.
I. I
Figure 103. Basic force diagram of backrest, stretcher, and chain
I Li J
From a moment balance described in more detail in section 1.2, the tensile force F, in the chain
can be expressed in Equation 1.10.
F,F =F(x /3) (1.10)
c sin(0/2)
where F,, is the applied force at end top of the backrest
x is the distance from the pivot to the applied force
F, is the applied force due to half of the patient's weight
x/3 is the distance from the pivot to the applied force
c is the distance between the pivot and the point at which the chain
welded to the backrest
0 is the angle that the backrest makes with the horizon
The chain lock can be modeled as a simply supported beam with a central point load. The
expression for bending stress is shown in Equation 1.11.
-- = (-2X)(2 )(2 J (1.11)orMy =(Ft D) d) I1 2 2 2 xrd4ý 64
where a is the bending stress
M is the moment at the neutral axis
y is the perpendicular distance to the neutral axis
I is the area moment of inertia about the neutral axis
Fis the tensile force in the chain
D is the diameter of the tube encasing the chain
d is the diameter of the solid lock rod
d
Figure 104. Chain lock schematic of a simply supported beam with a central point load
r
The parameters listed in Table 13 were used to calculate the results shown in Table 14. The
chain lock is able to support the weight of a person that is almost 90 kg or almost 2001bs.
Table 13. Properties and dimensions of chain and chain lock components
Yield Stress (Y) [Mpa] 250
Backrest length (x) [cm] 85
Length of chain (2c) [cm] 95
Angle between backrest and horizon (0) [degrees] 15
Diameter of chain lock (D) [cm] 2.5
Diameter of locking rod (d) [mm] 8
Table 14. Results of chain lock analysis with different loads
Input: Weight of person (W) [kg] 70 80 90
Applied Force (Fa) [N] 343 392 441
Tensile Force (Ft) [N] 1567 1791 2015
Stress at center [Mpa] 195 223 251
1.4 Analysis of the hitch
The hitch was designed with M16 nuts rotating upon threaded bolts because the threads provide
a mechanical advantage over a nut whose threads have been removed, or a smooth shaft. This
concept can be exemplified by analyzing the moment about the center of rotation of the shaft.
If a torque Tis exerted on the shaft, the edges of the nut can exert reaction forces Fr in the radial
direction, acting at a perpendicular distance y to the center of rotation (see Figure 105). If the
same torque Tis exerted on a threaded bolt, the nut can exert reaction forces F in the direction
normal to the faces of the threads (see Figure 106). These normal forces act at a distance :Z from
the center of rotation.
Figure 105. Analysis of smooth nut Figure 106. Analysis of threaded nut
Since the moment produced by the reaction forces must counter the applied torque, the moments
can be set equal to each other to compare the radial force F, and normal force FN (see Equation
1.12).
F,y = F Nz (1.12)
where F, is the radial force exert by the edges of a smooth nut
y is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to F,
Fis the normal force exerted by the faces of the nut thread
z is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to FN
By geometry, y can be related to z since d the diameter of the nut is 16mm (see Equation 1.13).
(d/2)2+ y2 = z 2  (1.13)
where d is the diameter of the hole in the nut
y is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to F,
z is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to FN
The ratio of F, to FN is shown in Equation 1.14.
F= z (d/2)2 + (h/2)2 (1.14)
FN y (h/Z2)
where F, is the radial force exert by the edges of a smooth nut
FNis the normal force exerted by the faces of the nut thread
z is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to FN
y is the perpendicular distance from the pivot to F,
d is the diameter of the hole in the nut
h is the height of the nut
For an M16 nut with a diameter of 16mm and a height of 12mm, the ratio of F, to FN is 5:3. The
unthreaded shaft and nut will be able to withstand a little more than half the force that a threaded
bolt and nut can withstand. If the threads on the bolt contact more than one thread on the nut, the
forces that the hitch is able to withstand before failure or jamming, is even greater.
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APPENDIX D: RECORD FORMS
Sl.ve .Am.l .nc. R.. dr.t.a. F. o
Please fa, post, or e-mail this form to Discare Wheelchair Centre to gister your ambulmee,
P.O. Box 5009, Telera (+200) ! 261712, E*mail: bike.amhulanceguuc com
Disacare can better arsi you •ith your ambulance queu if you rester>




Date Ambulaace Was Rectdivd. Duoated or Purchased by: ._
Plse desertibe ywar comunualty or orgapnastioa:
1. When was your group establshed?
2. What s the purpose of your group?
3. How many people arc to your organatimo and what are thOw roles?
4. What type of people do you sen e (age occption. gender, location, illness, etC.)?
f. How large of an area does your group serv?
6. Please describe how your group operates financially. Do you do any acti•ities to raise
monacy? WIich of your activities require fiuds?
Pleasen deatibe the impact of the bi•cydcle asmblate:
7. H•ow did patients travl to health centres before the ambulance becamc available.
K Is the ambulance choeape, Fhter, or safer than these other methods?
9 What do people say when they hear about te b•cycle au•btaance? Or when they se it?
10. Who is able to access the ambulance? How d people acess the ambulance?
I1. How much has lhe nuamber of patien•s visiting the heakh centr increased ince the ambulance
became Available?
12. How many times was the btwycc ambulance not usable during the last 2 monthS? Why?
13.1 s there anyth••g you would change about the bicycle ambulamce?
14. W you think your area needs another blcycle amblance? If yesJ. how maZry?
Please deseftbe the a•mateam e xi o thef b le ambulance;
15. •ow may people pad for a tinp on the bicycle ambulance? How much? What was the
rmoney used f(o?
16, What h• broken on the ambulance? How was the repair paod for?
11. Hew mo you lem. the strether or nattress? How often do yod cean it? Whore as the
ambulance storeu?
IS, Who as allowed to use the ambulantce as the bicycle rider?
Name of your ru p:. P.O. Bolx C iy: Tel.:
Please fax. post, or c-nmail ths form to saare Whelchair Cmete every 6 nonths.
P.O. Box 5009i, Telfiax (260) 1 261712, E-mail: bike.ambulanc ,gmail.com
Please record any funds associatMod with the ambulance Two examples are prmvid ed
Date Dosrk$ of F-am.al Actyek
1RusielAmbulanc t 1 M1panteance Form
. . .... ..... . ......
------- .... 
Date bseflpdoa of %tulaimnace or Repair PatNeeded Cot .
•. . . . . , ^  =• .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. ... .. ..... . .. • . . . . .. . . . . ... • .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .
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APPENDIX E: SURVEY FORMS
Name of your grcup: P.A lxB City: Tel.-
Pltasm fax. post, or e-mail this form to Disaoae Wheelchair C-•re every 6 miths
P.O. Box 3009 1. Teletfax: (t*260) 1 261712, E-mail bake•mbulanc•gmal.com
he folkwing questions need to be answered vny 6 MONTHS by etaM ambulance operaor
Name: each Age.ea..,,•, caon: Date: oea
i How many tumes did you personally operate the bicycle ambulance to anspon a patiet?
2. Usually, how is transport with the ambulance requestaed? Telephone? Sending a fawmly
mmber? Hwe-ased care visit? Nekighbodood health Commintee?
3. How many times was the ambulance not available when you needed it? Why?
4. How far (in kilometers) is a typical trip on the bicycle ambulance, and how long does it
tte (in minutes)?
5. What was the terrain or road like? Gravel Paved Dirt
6. What obstacles did you en-ountert Sand Hills Ditches (How deep.?)
7. What difficulties did you have with conrolling the bicycle while pulling the ambuance?
Was it hard to turn or to pedal or stop or to keep your balance on the bicycle?
8. On how many trips did you have to pull the ambulance by hand? Why? (example: uphill)
9. On bow many trips did you use the stretcher separately from the wailer or wheels to
transport the patient? Why? (example: path to house was not bicycle accessible)
0. On how many trips did you transport a patient who was sitting up? How many imes
were they lying flat on their back? Sitting,. Lying down:
11. How would you nimprove the bicycle ambulance?
12. What do people say when they hear about the bicycle ambulance? Or when they see it?
1I3. Please describe what you think of the following bicycle ambulamnce pawt, and what you
would .. ..
it ch betwesnbtde & trailer
Canopy to cfrom stanram
Removable stretcher
Sheet macil bed on ste.er
Foam mattress
C-ain to WadJ backrest
FBenders and Muguards
Small 24 inch trader wheels
Same of Hiealth Centre: P.O. 3oxi, City: Tel..
pisast fax, post. or e-mail this form to Disuwarc Whelehair Centre.
P.O. ox 30091, Telefax (+260) 1 261712, E-mail- bike.aMbulanwcfgmail.com
The following questi on should be answered by any patient who is willing to comment on the ambulance
Name: .............Age: Ocupati:a tt Date:
1. What kind of area do you live in? Urban Peri-urban Rural
2. For what symptoms or illness would you go to the heath center (diarrhea, malaria,
dysentry, etc.)
3. What, if anything, prevents you from going to the hospital when you are sick (camot
afford the fees, no transpoet no time, etc.)?
4. How far (in kilometers) is your home from the health center?
5. How much time (in minutes) does the journey from your home to the health center take?
Walking: ... minutes, By car.. minutes, By bicycle amb•lance: miutes
6. How do you n ormally get to the bealth cenm (by bus or UUi)? How much does It cost?
7. How much money would you be willing to pay to use the bicycle ambulance?
8, How did you hoar about the bicycle ambulatnce?
9, What did you think when you I" heard about the bicycle ambulance?
10. Did you have any fears about how the bicycle ambulance? If yes what were they?
I , Plea describe your journey. (example: slow going uphill, comfortable all the way, scary
crossing8 big rod. etc.)
12. How comfortable was the journey? Did you feet safe riding on the ambulance?
13. How would you improve the bicycle ambulance?
14, Would you use the bicycle ambulance again or recommend it to others?
100














In several developing countries, bicycle ambulances have been used to transport people in need to health centers in rural areas,
where current methods of transport are inappropriate in speed, safety, cost or availability. The bicycle ambulance in this manual A
Swas designed especially for fabrication and use in Zambia.
Local conditions and needs vary, and the designers welcome any advice or feedback about modifications or specific needs you face
in your area. Instructions and materials for the canopy cover, mattress, and rain cover have been excluded because fabrics and
tailoring skills vary from country to country.
A# comments may be directed to bike.ambulance@gmaL.com.
However, we are NOT a funding agency. Any requests for funds will not receive a reply.
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Miter for 25mm round tube
Miter for 25mm round tube
Weld ' ion end of Ton.uo
nrnd ide of Boom-
Mems shcr end fou
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Cut length is f0or 1 FeCer Rim.
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* Once one of each port has coon made
.. .. •.r•• • •,,, 'O~nport nas be~en m~ode2a45 ccurately, it should be saved, and
245 Iabeled TEMPLATE. All other parts may be
, 19.50 . Mudguords 59.50 traced from these templates.*A EON
* Sheet metal she ••arsm•ae for stee shoukld
be used for cutfing.
• ' i ..4 .1 "1 A-':
r..6m N ""scom flick steel sheet
i S SCALE 1:20 DOT
Recommended
'•" " '"'Sac krestB.ck... Sheet Metal La yout
;-4.11- 108.50 76.70 Fender Fender M tlL yu
SStretcher Frame Jessica Vechakul A4
-Vq 'trjg nf
* To save material, it is best to lay out the
shapes that are going to be cut out first.
* The figures to the left show two
recommended layouts for the sheet metal
ports in the bicyckle ambutlance.
* The top figWue shows a 2.4ASmx 1.225m sheet.
* The bottom figure shows a 2.45mxl.00m
sheet.
* Standard sizes of sheet metal vory in
ovoalabity,. If the sheet metal you are
using is different, you should figure out a *
layout to put offa the shapes as clse
together as possible.
* It is also recommended that tult size
templaotes be made of the sheet metal
shapes.
Preparation of wheel surrounds
* Cut a little more (-170cm) than the minimum cut
length of 168.6cm and later cut to length desired so
A material is not wasted if bends are not accurate.
* Mark centre line and bend lines.





* Bend pipe at bend line, from centre outward.
* The manufactured weld seam in the tube
should be on top or bottom when bending.
* Vise grip end of pipe to keep it from sliding.
* Oil bending die for smoother bend.
* Check half of overall width from centre line.
* If width is smaller by x, move the 2nd
bend line away from the center line by x.
* If width is larger by x, move the 2nd
bend line closer to the center line by x.
* Bend other end of pipe, trying to keep it planar.
* Check that piece is planar with 90 degree corners.
* Cut tube to specified overall length.







There is a manufactured weld seam in tubes
thaoI were made from flat sheets, which were
rolled and joined at the seams. The weld
seam feels like a long bump on the inside of A
the tube. This line is weaker than the rest of
the tube so it should be on top when
welding since the highest stresses are in






Do NOT cut with
tube cutter.
10cm long 21 .4mm
diameter round tube






If Half Width is 43.5
or plus 42.5, x= .
So the next BS
If d1 b- k .4
at 42.5 minus I -
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Droo Out Bars x 2 ., .




-. ~. .... 82.50 OUt~ie tishmouth
25x1.6mm
round tube
i iIUJzuMiter by clamping
Wheel Surround Insert x 2 tube hin vise, and using -
10 a hacksaw to cut tube




/, aong me dashed lines.
Dropoutf Bar instructions
1. Cut to length (82.5cm).2. Miter I end of the drop out bor.
3. Set in between legs of the wheel surround.4. Mark inside of other miter.S. Miter 2nd end of drop out bar.
Wheelt Surround Insert Instructions
. Cut to length (1 0cm) and file edges.
2. Mark the cenferine, and put thelensertsinto the ends of one wheet surround so
; f. - N- the centerline is stil shows.
S3. Taock weld the Inserts to the end of the c
Tock weld inserts Wheel $wound, Put the 2nd Wheel
SCAL 11 to mouth of Surround over the Inserts.SCALE 5 WWheel Surround, 4. Weld the Wheel Surrounds together
CL SCALE 1: !5 CL fi t v3K 1 orrv- fov" •Aw
'3t 'rt
-- s-h 2 u•t•ft n uOf Techoo
PARS: i Wheel surround x2 
. WheeWheel Surroundu
2 Wheel surround insert x 2 Assembly
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Drow this on the
ends of the tube






SClomp square tubes and flot sheets securely in
vise and cut with a hacksaw.
2. File all sharp or rough edges. For Rubber Hitch, skip # 3.7 3, For Nut and Bolt Hitch, mark center of boom plate with
calipers, and pre-drill with a 5rmm drill bit 10mm, the 16mrm.
4. See Tongue Assembly.
PARTS:
4 Tongue Bottom
5 Tongue TopBoom Plate
4.6
SCALE 1:2
Fillet weld a M i6x50



























1. Line up flat ends of Tongue Top and Tongue Bottom.
S.. 5 2. Tock both sides, and weld together with 10cm long beads
between 3cm gaps along the seam between the ports.
3. Weld the slanted end of the boom to the stack of square
,,\ tubes, making sure that the bottom of the Boom is at the
same level as the bottom of the Tongue Bottom.
4. Weld the Tongue plate at the flat ends of the Tongue






. Center the Boom Plate on the open
end of the Tongue Boom with the
bolt head on the inside. c
2. Fillet weld all along the perimeter of
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Preparation of trailer shoulder bar: . there is maronufactured weld sem in tubes
S Cut a little more (-103cm) than the minimum cut length of that were mode from flat sheets, which were
101.5cm out of a 25x .6mm tube. Later, cut to desired i • roled and nen do the serams. The weld
length so material is not wasted i bends are not accurate. sIomh efeels ike long bump on the inside of
Mark bend ines (BL) ot 55.1cm. the tube. is line is weake than the rest of
ae L a.SCALE 1:10 the tube so it should be on top when weldingBL SCALE 110 since the highest stresses are in tension and'; L •' .,Mi Ws byS..77....7 2dmine compression on the siAdst55.10 clamig
..eJ101L50 ine vise,
and using EXAMPLE:
SBend pipe at bend line. a hacksct if H! f Width Is 54.9 or
* The manufacturedweld seoam in the tube .to cu ube 1 minus 0.2, x=02.i
should be on top or bottom when bending. So the next BL shou
* Vise §grip .end of ppe to keep it from sliding. be marked at 55.1
Oil bending die fotar smoother bend.
* Check overall width (67.0cm) from end of tube to
outside of bent tube.
* If width x is smoller by more than 0.5cm, cut a
spacer of length x to fill gap when welding.
S If width is lorger by x. cufao length x off. Miter for
- . * Che•fr nvrnlk 1•th I  9ml nf nth nr 25mm
plus 0.2, which is 55.3.
This wit make sure
that the Ovetall
SWidth is accurate,\ andthe Length con
be cut to ajust.
* Miterthe end so.the overall width is 40cm from the diameter
S Check that piece is planar with 90 degree comers. . .. WidHtA 0Halt ofWelding Traler Frame Instructions: 4. " 40 . . .. overall width
S* Place wheel surround assembly, shoulder bar, 'C
and tongue assembly upside-down on a flat surface 125 Over I ength
as shown below. Tr l
* All top faces should be level PARTS: 9 T•. o er
* ! Clamp all pieces in the proper position before welding. ho er r
* Let pieces cood before unclamping. at Aff I
s e a Massachuset5t Instit of Techn
hee Suvms.•.. . ,- '- . . t uTrai ler
Ass.b I FomSCAE .. SCALE :20 Trailer Shoulder Bar
SCALE •5 .-
"'L .-.. 4 Jessica Vechakul
AX7 sikxY voi
Dropout x 4 The drop outs hold the wheels of the trailer.
i Side View Preparation of Drop Outs Drop Out Welding Instructions:
SCALE
k CUTtOngle ironto tlength. I . WT 1t L 1.ICm lonl !.Y mm !2. Mark hole location round tube in between each pair
calipers and center..unch. of drop outs to set the spacing forS3. Pre-cdil with 4mm dill bit. aorear bicycle hub for a 28in 9hel.44. Dril hole with 10mm dril bIt. 2. Make sure the dropouts slots aore5. Cut slot with a hacksaw in line and that the dropouts are
6. Fle slot smooth until a bike not slanted inword or oulword.
oxie posses freely throuah it. 3, Clomp drop outs securely before
Top a A onumer cham manne unst,, sk untenera to the asser m.m..,s,4.
S!L II.. l SCALE I
The slot should be on
the vertical face of thedrop out bar, and
the verfical face should
be in between the
wheel surround (1V and
.dropout~br (3).
B N DETAIL BSCALE 1: Ii4
iC'
.. Bottom View U U 2 2SI - -





Wheel Sur.und SCALE 1 :2..
or Drop Out Bar "- Jessica Vechakul





Fender Frame Preparation:Avoid waste rom straight parts
by bendig 2 revolutions out of
a 6m long 9x 1.6mm round
tube using the fender bender.
-
4i
Cut along the diameter of the
hoops, cutting off the excess
straight ends with a hacksaw.
Cut
here
All SCA E 1:10 unless otherwise noted.




Miter all ends of curved and straight
tubes for a 25 mm tube by cutting with









PARIS: v Fender Rimx 2
12 Fender Vertical x 2
3 Drop out Bor x 2
Fender should be
centered with the
Wheel Surround.4t There is about 4cm
between the edge
S of the Fender and
Wheel Surround.
Side View SCALE 1:20
* The 2 fender rim and 2 vertical bars














Hold pieces in place while tack welding.
Adjust position so Fenders are 90
degrees to Trailer, then weld all seams.
-Fenders p Front
AL B viewA B Trader SCALE
, , , 
: 2 0







to Trailer. loy ne up the topFede imdanTrace the 13F~ender ýN / nd bottomn.the shee outside f / Sheet Metal Clbmpthe
A tme fender ri/. Dn 4nvn hCAsor e sheet metale mbs moeks (t fivetsv0- ct. with the foldedmark the bend Mine & . fts in #*% rantia ;
SAdd Icm to the outside of theS bend line for I fold and cut
out the fender sheet metal.
Mark, but do not drl 7
evenly spaced4mm
holes about I cm from
'e ( the perimeter tot rivets,.
SCALE: 1:5 DOWN 1800 BL
rcaitn. sce othe fenderboflern to scaea t UPUJKfilA; tviil it o Z.•. 0 4. t ;,, th • ~r!
,// t b . 2framne.
13)
I 12 Ij
V Pf SCALE 1:10 .
-, . ..
-- -Y• You should not see any holes on the frame
...... . op 'te the sheet metal the holes should




Do NOT use different rivets.
Insert the pointed end of the rivet
into the rivet gun.
Insert the heod into the hole withthe flbnge. against the sheet metol.
Squeeze thehnde on the rivetGun to non: the. he:nri
the ptodi tail should snap off
and fol out of the rivet gun.
. . . . . . . . .0.. T :~. . . . . . . . . . . . .
•i • I +•:i•..,••.~14w-o.m,, vouo-~.+++, + •-•N A.CT tA. i, i $ i
PARTS:
13 "Fender Sheet Me tot x 2
der Sheet Metal.
............... ... .................................... ..... A.. . 4 ..
essica Vechakul L^
- " '-wt'4~ swn- -SC**St 4 /~t 4~~15~tt~ "a'
0 4J"' .+"f-t
-Tlhe pnedo bsgIe.t
and fbike ~ ' 4rnC)0lxngr ti ivet - $talled




UP 580 (A i!'
A :
)ne fl d
rn - cmot PARTS: 14 Mudguard x 23 folds
~~zp~~-· -. i 7.S- .
SCAlE 2:
fold 2 folds 3 folds
Mud urd instructions:
C. 9ut sheet metal to about 12.8cmx 199.6cm.it " 1Z. MrkIU K UTit; I Im IoI a '. Ir ede andý -FU umVlnes 1 cm apart at one long edge.3. Bend a Icm fold along each of the short edges.4. Bend one 1.cm foid along the long edge, and











5. Hold the sheet metal with all folds on the top side.
6. Pull the short edges together to make the center
Three pop up to create a concave slab.
1cm 7. Fit the sheet metal on top of the fender frame
fold with the unfolded edge flush with the side of the
tender frame that has no sheet metal
8. Clomp in place. Dril 7 equallty spaced 4mm
holes through the sheet metal and side of tube
One of fender frame. Rivet the sheet metal in place.
1cm fold
ted







of the fen r
> folds
Cfl~Z










Al Iýý sl I
Towbar Preparation Instructions: Towbor Pivot:
1. Cut 8m rebar to atof least 57cm in. length. 1. Cut 19x l.6mrn round tube to 4cm in length.
I2. Bend 1: Mark 7.5cm from the Ist end and bendlt 90 degrees. 2. Weld a MIO washer oneach Oside of the tube.
S3. Bend 2: Mark O10cm from the 2nd end and bend it 90 degrees 3. Insert over the end of Bend 2 in the towbar itowards the other end, before the excess end is welded on.
4. finsert the Towbor Pivot over the 2nd end, next to Send 2 before 4. Weld pivof to Troler Boom. -A4cm from end.
bending Bend 3. r.Washer
0. 001,U : MVUSuJe ocm fom rMe insice coaer and oendi as
degeesin the some direction.
46. Check the angles with the drawing below (Towbor Top View).
7. Make sure the enflire piece con rest flot on a flat surface.
8. If Bend 3 is too difficult, measure 3cm from end, cut, and weld.
42 Bend2 2
Bend I Towbor r o pivotSTowbar Body 15') over this port.--Towbar
Handle Pivot Lock:HandleTowbor Top View keeps pivot
SCALE 1:2 from coming Cut
off the Towbar. CIst end 3- 'I
17 5
DETAIL A
~ - ,16,SCALE 16
M 6x50 bolt for Nut and
Bolt Hitch (not present in
Rubber Hitch).
Towbor Lock Ilnstructi
. Cut tube to lengt
sharp edges,
2. After welding Tov
onto Boom, inserdLock over the Ist
Towbar.
3. Weld the Towbar
hs~n 4LS HL~n
.. ...... . ... .. .... ...... .... .• ....  •PARTS: 15 Towbor I
' Tongue 16 TowborPivot
h andfile
6 Boom 7 Towbor Lock
wbor Pivot
Pivot &Ist wtr-t
end ofh £ k.. ... .. . .
.Lock.
4 ... ~~az,.,a "7f' 1 u IC t Tq;"W 5K/I RR M if
.... 4. ... .. Towbar rests on the Boom .S... . . 4. Pulling on the Towbor Body w. ..
9x 6shoulld allow it to bend,
s6tNtand for the Hondle to slip•. SCALE 1•:1 SCALE... ~ out of the Towbor ack. Jessica Vechakul 4
Jessica













.Tongue, against the side
of the Tongue







































The Towbor can be
used to maneuver and
pull the Trailer when it is
not attached to a
bicycle.
ON Y n11 th0 Tnrwhnr





SCALE I : 10
Side View
SCALE 11'20
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Towbar Assembly












LE 1 :2 6 Pivot Insert
3 Backrest Frame






PteoStretcher Frame BPivot Sleeve 0Sheet Metcl










N ChainhOld . ..Hook


































MATERIAL QTY. CUT LENGTH
2Sx I 6dn round ubo 2
n2 1 4x t1, ' rournd M 0 e 2
2Sx 1.6ramm round tube










Massachusetts Institute of Technology
DESCRIPT ION
Do not use pipe cutter.
Mark centehine.
Do NOT shorten.
















S Cano p y Frame
Small
2 1.4x1 4mm round auhe
25x1 .6rmm tound *ube
trnn no•un *d ho'q!r•inforcomor ho b')
25 ~m cl -no Au•AD6 •in k Cord fomIedVOOI shoe'5mm steel chIain
8mm steel chairn
25x 1 .6mm !ound ouh m
8mm round rebar
reinforcemen bhra)












21 Miter for 25mm round tube
MPake Sre noa Po weldPivc$ Sleeve '0PM'Wie
P8vo Make sure no' 'O weld
8 Pvo Reoirinq Ba' 'a Pivo Sleeve,
Edges wih I tol awe welded 'o
centeinle o 'ube.
Free edges have 3rolds.
Edges wit i told ore weided 'o
centerine of 'ube.
F'ee edges have 3fois.
Do NOT shorten.0 Weld to Backrest. not Stretcher,
S..Cut off curved end.
SMiter for 25mm round tube or
25 hammer I end.
25 Miter for 25mm round tube or
25 hammer I end.
Clamp in a vise and slide
8 19mm tube over free end
to bond.
Cbhmpin a vise and slide




SCut lengths dimensioned for use with a Ocm radius pipe bonder.























The locators are meant to sit in front and behind11 each of the fenders. If your fender dimensions




All stretcher components (feet locator, pivot, canopy, chain, and chain hook) M whue of Tech olmay be welded to the stretcher frame based on the loc fions shown by the
t I:Weld
Weld Locator Stretcher F
Locator here railer ShoL
here.
In I
oot is in front of
ider Bar.
Bicyle Ambulance
Side View SCALE 1:20
Stretcher Part Locations
Jessica Vechakul
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S21 4x 6mm ound TIC I tube
85
prevents the stretcher tubes from bending too
Do not shorten this or it will be dangerous!




,ube in vise, and using
a hack5aw *o cu, 'ubo






























1, " ,' . ."'. 1 .'- - -'ý e·st
Stretcher Foot x 4 All SCALE I: Iunless otherwise noted.i '8 8 * •
. • *
25x;.6mm 25x.6mrn
round tube round lube
Stretcher feet oallow the stretcher
to be put on the ground withoutdorongnthe sheet metal.




i ~-~~^~~~~~8"1..111 8~~~--l8 8
25xIL6mm 2541.6mm
:round ube round tube
7-- ----. To save time and materiol,
Syou may cut the stretcherU Jfeet to be 7cm long, and
I hammer one end to make25x1.6mm oan OVal insteaood of mitedng it
.ound tube
Pivot Sleeve x 2
25x*.6mm
found tubed Cut with o hacksaw,
not o pipe cutter.I ~'
3
S25xtI6mm ý /Cut with hacksaw,
round !ube. not a pipe cutter,.
.he pivot sleeve aollows










locaftors 2.5cm long,anti hmnrnwvt.v "n
.. ~luiitulsUte of Technolog
; Stretcher Simple Cutf
end to make on oval 25mm Round Tubes I
Entire place m.0
.4 c ircp y --. - A4i4 become oval. Jessica Vechakul
CONTACT; I I I•.rn................m..
AC










* - 'p '~ A"" r £
Preparation and welding of stretcher frame:
* Cut a little more (.252cm) than the minimum cut
length of 250.6cm and latfer cut to length desired so
material is not wasted if bends ore not accurate.
* Mark centre line and bend lines.
2n r a 25x. i
There is a manufactured weld seam in tubes that
were mode from flat sheefts which were roled
and joined at the seams. The weld seom feels like
I . . & 4 4 . i t 1 L
• ; • • •SCALE • 1.A ll SC A LE 1:15 EXA MP.. .LE:.>
• .. , ,•• EXA WMPLE: ?3or? ls 03,x1.S
i20! :1 20.1 th etBLsol b ak. f3.
•'• •........ ... >...- ...- -...... - -. minus I whic'his31..3 This will nmake. sure
•c4 " "AJ
* Bend pipe ot bend line, from centre outward.
* The manufactured weld seam in the tube should
be on top or bottom when bending.
* Vise grip end of pipe to keep it from sliding.
* Oil01 bending die for smoother bend.
* Check half of overall width from centre line.
* It width is smater by x. move the 2nd
bend line away from the center line by x.
* fwidth is larger by x. move the 2nd
bend line closer to the center line by x.
* Bend other end of pipe, trying to keep it planar,
* Check that piece is planar with 90 degree corners.
* Cut tube to specified overal length .
* Tack weld the Stretcher Insert ot is centerline to one of
the Stretcher Halves and weld the two Stretcher Halves
together with the Stretcher Inserts inside the tubes.
•*. :I"C ...... .,, -, ........ 8.• ...... ... .... ,.. ,. - ;
'K Cl








rr , "t I w i -i -A T iwilM k ut ihe Overall Width is occurate, and
length con be cut to adjust.
Half x 2





Stretcher I-.stts of Technologyt t er MasachuseusInthute Of1ecn
Stretcher2 Insert x 2I.s t. (  Stretcher Frame
Iaeern Jarknl ,jA4
85' rJhJktnAgVmo%,IcomJP4 L
.. i .. mt..... ....  , . . ... 
a long burop on t e nsde o t e
n
top when welding since the highest stresses are in





Preparation arind welding of backrest frame:
* Cut a little more (-2 iOcm) than the minimum cut length of
208.6cm out o! a 25x.6mm tube. L ater, cut to desired
A length so material is not wasted if bonds are not accurate.
* Mark centre ine and bend lines.





There is a manufactured weld searm in tubes
that were made from flt sheets, which were
rolled and joinea ot the seams. he welda
seam feels like o long bump on the inside of
the tube. this line is weaker than the rest of
the tube so i should be on top when welding
since the highest stresses are in tension anr
compression on the sides.
SBend ppe at bend line, from centre outward.
* The manufactured weld s am in the tube should
be on top or bottom when bending.
* Vise grip end of pipe to keep it from sliding.SOil bending die for smoother bend. veSCheck half of overall width from centre line.
* If width is smaller by x, move the 2nd
bend line away from the center line by x.
* If width is large by x, move the 2nd
bend line closer to the center line by x.
* Bend other end of pipe, trying to keep it planar.
* Check that piece is planar with 90 degree corners.
* Cut tube to specified overall length,
* Miter ends of tube. Weld stretcher pivot sleeves to
S ends of backrest legs.To help align, insert pivot sleeves over the ends of
a 2.1.4mm round tube
Pivot sleeve
















a 25mm OD tube
FXAMPI F:
If Half Width is W.2 or 29.7
minus 0.5, x-0.5. So the
next BL should be marked
ft 29.7 pkss 0.5. which is
30.2. This will make sure
that the Overall Width is
accurate, and the Length
con be cut to adjust.
MiJer by clamping lube in vise, and using a












7 Pivot sleeve x 2















Back Rest SupportSCALE I:J
8mm rebar
8
SCALE 1: 1 5 Back Rest
- Support
25x25x3rnm angle iron
Back Rest Spacer 10
* The pivot retaining bars prevent the pivot of
the backrest from coming apart (DE•AIL A).
* The backrest support prevents the backrest
fromfolling post the bottom of the stretcher
fDETAIL B).
S* •the backrest spacer (DETAlt B) creates a
space between the stretcher and backrest










- t.~44.-. %rnAtPnI -
25x4mm flat bar
Stretcher Frame . Bac
eO us UUfIUt ILJL . fl NEBock Rest . "
Pivot Insert -. , .\ Tack
weld
DETAIL A
SCALE 1 : 2




SCALE 1: 10 ..
Masach
.. -gSpxcef .- S
S- hand tohod
DETAIL C """
SCALE 1 :5 Je
a ,- .. Back







-: .: ,-. " . ,
DETAIL 8
;CALE :I 2 Backrest
Support






DETAIL A Stretcher Top Tube,,' Back Rest Top TubeSCross Section Cross Section
Crs Sectin- . t -"
Stretcher Frame Comp 4mm thick f
Sflcat cbar beatbabetweenS .the Bock Rest
and Stretcher>.80c Rest / fro chyrBaock Rest Bock Rest Support DETA C o here to
Spacer SCALE 1: 2 ock Rest
* Loy stretcher and backrest on a fbat surface,.
* Clomp the back rest spacer, backrest support,
and backrest to the inside of the stretcher frame,
os shown above in DETAIL A view. Side View
* Use spacers to elevate the stretcher frame and backrest so A
they remoin level, whie the top face of the back rest support A
is in plane with the bottom the backrest, a U.-
. Weid backrest spacer to stretcher, and backrest suort to spacer.
* Position pivot insert inside pivot sleeve and tack weld fish mouth to
side tube of stretcher frame.
Make suse backrest rotates. Remove backrest by bending legs inward -
Swayr fom pivot inserts. u
c ei pivot inserts securely to stretcher forame. t
* Reposition backrest ivot sleeves over pivot inserts.
* Weld retoining bac R8 (8mm OD rebor) onto pivot insed (not pivot sleeve)to alow pivot sleeve to rotate oround pivot inserts without coring aport.
;k-'r---
r'··/ *"C~' V;"~,·~~U~Urrrr· l stretcher~
-/•............... trech er
Pivot insert
j Pivot sleeve Backres
S _tleg
Stretcher Mas tts stzt of Technolol•
Frame fi
Pivot insert
PIvot sleeve Backrest Assembly
I¶Q C1QP ve  i
SCALE :a2 Jessic Vec aku .... ..... 
.
"
. . ' .. ),,. . k , , .,,, , ,, , , , . ,.. . . .. . , . "..' .  .
. 3 folds Backrest Sheet Metal
fold
9 Backrest Shooeet Metal
3 folds 3 folds -
A
NW
0 Stretcher Frame Sheet Meta
3 folds
, fold 3 folds along unwelded edges
.prevent the sheet metal from
denting from impacts.Iold C
3 d flsSheet Metal3fld 
½.
I t "tAit.- .....




All SCALE 1:10 f old
unless otherwise noted.
, Cut the seet metal rect•rcn s-(77.5x59.Scm and 1 08.5x 64.•c mJ





i fold 2 folds
Concave sheet metal
3 folds
Folds SCALE 2: ,
2. Mark a line 1 cm from each long edge,.
and 3 lines 1cm apart at each short edge.
3. Bend a lcm fold along each of the tong edges.
4. Bend one 1 cm fold along each of the short edges, and fokd it
over twice to get our layers of sheet metal (see below).
5. Hold the sheet metal with all folds on the under side.
6. Push the center down, 4ff. .., j ... . I Win .
pulling the long edges
toge ther to crote a Massachuets Institute of Teclnol
concave slab.
7. Tack weld every 4cm '.
alon the tong edges otthe steet mel to secure Stretcher Sheet Met
it to the top of the























SSEC , ON i
B SECTION B-.B
sEcT,
SHORTENING ANY CHAINS OR USlCHAIN IS DANGEROUS BECAUSE IT
* An 8mm choi link has a dianr
through a cross section of its hk
* A 5mm chain link has a diarm5mm through a cross section (
its leg. "
* Cut the curved end off of
a 8mm chain link to
make the chain hook.
*i Cut 95cm of 5mm chain to
secure the backrest as its
position is adjusted.W eld the lost link to the Baockr









SPut the Chain Hook through the last link of the free end of the Chain . "
with the opening ftacing away from the backrest(DETAIL AJ and extendit until the Chain is taut.
*' Clamp the Chain Hook in Place and weld it in place. Jessica Vechakul A4













Canopy Froramne Small 36
25.40
tztx




1) Cut rod to length
(Large 146cm, Small 90.6cm)
21 Measure and mark center
3 Clamp rod in a vise at the
bond start.
41 Slide 19mm OD tube over
the extending end.
5 Bend 90 degrees.
6 Repeat for other haof.
7) Check lengths and cut to
exact size.
* Center the small
Canopy Frame on the
top tube of the
Backrest and tack weld
it in platce.
* Center the iarge
Canopy Frame on the
Bqckrest 37cm awav
ifro the smal~ Canopy































BOOM OF BICYCLE AMBULANCE
t t$
Massshuetts titute of Technology
Vt
CONTACT:ike~omblance Qmoiomi;wc': ~4 z ~-xs l





































Bicycle Ambulance: Bicycle Hitch Cut List
General Bicycle Clot
NO, PART NAME
I Clomp Bock Flat 25
CUTMATERIAl Y LENGTH i
$x4mm fc bar
Seat Stay Holder 25xax3mm 
angle non
3 Chain Stoay Holder 25x25x3mm angle iron
4 Clomp Front Flat 25x4mm Nfc bar





























MATERIAL -TY CUtLENGTH I
I 4cmx 0
Scm 0
imm thick mrnuei ioyer'
fibeer•t:ot rced
rubber stee,












i se dOwing'om Uk 45'
o•nd I 1IC angles c'Crefully
File al edges. Tape hside -o
protlc bicycle f1ame.
FHle oll edges aope ýnside 'o
protect bicycle ao•n,
Clomp ao Bock Flo and drif
) Z Posi'on on Fron Fia, carefully.
See Daowing.
Weld ,- )boh ends of Cas-er
Barrel. Use bo s 'o agn.
Weld Srmn etxnx h e-d or
I rn m.oke Thumb S rew.
SUse MB boirs '0 oagn whven















SOn 3mm Tiheoded. Smooth
mI po turns free in CaseP Bar"el.
t. e' nct*n pors
DESCRIPTION
fDo NOT use rubber wilhou
rnuIip laye, s of
t eirf orcemeni.
Do NOT use smaller boaPs
Larger OO is better.












Clamp Boack flat Preparation:
* Cut back flat to length (1 25cm).
* Cut angled edges with a hocksaw.
* File sharp edges and corners.
* Mark hole locations with calipers.
* Center punch.
* Predrill with a 5mm drill bit.












Chain Stay and Seat Stoy Holder Preparation:
* Cut pieces to length (8cm and 2.6cm).
* File sharp edges and corners.
PARTS:
I Clamp Back Flat
2 Seat Stay Holder
Chain Stay Holder
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Clamp Back Parts
Rubber or Nut/Bolt Hitch
3 Chain Stay Holdor
CONTACT: bike.ambvlance@gmoil.com


























I Clamp Baock Flat
2 Seat Stay Holder
3 Chain Stay Holder











Clamp Back Assembly Instructions:
* Loay seat stay holder, clamp back flat, and chain stay holder on a
flat surface with angles opening downward.
* Make sure seat stay holder is on the 19 degree edge, and chain
stay holder is on the 45 degree edge, and tack each corer.
o~ Use M8 bolts to secure Clmp Front Flat to Clamp Back Flat to align
the MB nuts. Weld nuts to damp back float. Do not damage threads.
* Do not weld bolts to the cl~mp. Remove baolts.















1 -1 -l- ý I 1- ýl- - - ,, -ý. ,-" -" ,., -", 1,
......... \
sow we we
, . . . 1 . . '
;,--,..;i-~;-;: ...........·.L/ .; .i. . . . . . . . . ..... .. · :
alomp Font MNo 4 F. .,
K9 ' 5.
25x4 mm Flat lar
-",:Center along width


































25x I.6mm Round Tube
PARTS: ...MI 6 Washer x 2 .. .
Mas;-·usachusets Intitu of Tecno
4 Clamp Front Fiat"* M) 6 Washer x 2 ra.
SX Clamp Front Parts
c Caster B Nut and Bolt Hitch
Jessica Vechakul A
.C.A.. n• w. mbvlpncatmQUtor.
Clamp Front Flot Preparation:
* Cut front flat to length (19cm).
* File sharp edges and corners.
* Weld the two floats with one on
top of the other so it becomes
8mm thick. Two layers of flat bar
ore needed or the flat will bend
and may come loose when it is
clamped on the bicycle.
* Mark hole locations with colipers.
* Center punch.
* Pre-d4il with a Smm drill bit.
* Dril with 10mm drill bit.
Caster Borrel Preparation:
* Cut 25mm round tube to length(59,cm).




. * - - *
M
I I S - 4 S 4
Caster Barrel~
/ ,•" L ". '-
, , . . .. . .
; t/ \ c~
ii u/n it · ~ Clamp Front Flat:Two loyers are needed so it wilnot bend and come loose form




















/i Clomp Front f












MansosacdhsetsO li TeLtu o
* The dimension above are a rough guide for the ofientation and
SMae sure that the washers sit to each side of the aony FrontAssemblyFlat and that the Caster Barrel can sit flush gaoinst the flot.
* Also make sure that the Caster Barrel does not interfere with the ., -.-.. .
wing bolts you wit use. Jessica Vechakul A4
~~~-~"lrr~l~"~"~""c,"~"~"~·I~
i·nnrrr
-- ·-- -- ·-- -- -----.-~-------~~ -~-~ .~~~~_. .1.._ ..___~.~..~~_ ._....___~__~~ ~~_~~_~__~~~ __~__
"·lrar·-nr~rrrwrc~·~·Ih.,rcnur*sul·rrrr




























Thain SiV 7 Commp StSy
'older Bock Flat Holder


















t r• mp Chain Stay Holder
-7 7 11 Front Bike Clamp Assembly I
Chain ;Soot Stay Holder Nut/Bolt Hitch
StHoldey 8 Thumb Screws A4
Holder Jessica Vechakul Aa4
.. .......... i.. t4C *.....&..
iuui
i.. i
••'-Choin: Stay \.Chain 
Stay
l
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Iaa~cuse titutt of T••Tj~ehno
Nut and Bolt Hitch
Parts Labeled
• i•' ................. .. ··--- -~. ·... .. ....... .....~  ... ,• ...........
M16 nut M6 nut Jessica Vechakul A4.
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1. Clamp flot sheet securely in vise and cut with a hacksaw
(4.6x4A6cm)..
2. File oil sharp orrough edges.
3. Mark center of boom plate with calipers, and pre-drill with
a 5mm drill bit, 1 Omm, then 16mm,m
4. Insert o M 16x50 bolt into the hole in the boom plate and
filet weld the head to the face.
5. Center the boom plate with the bolt head facing inward
on the boom and fillet weld along the outside seams.










Filet weld clong perimeter of head




W 'C.~,~- · ,BoomBoom Plate
Filet weld


































* Weld two MI6 Nuts tocether so their holes are perpendicular J T (.• .•.. ..







ronM v•ew u~e view
SWeld the hex face of a MI 6x 0 bolt to the side face of oa
MI6x50 bolt so they make on 'L' shape.






.i 2i~-- ··i it/M 16x06X10 bbol
S Is seam
Ml6x5O bolt MI6xSO bol t A #kte nd NP MC O 1 So
6 LMatsmt* Inhsiitt of Technmon
SDuble Nut and
Front View Side View Dou e Bolt
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• • LP •,•.l.lM6""0l bo. .
An alternative to the Not and Bolt Hitch is the Rubber Hitch.
The some Sock Clomp Assembly may be used for either Hitch.










































SScrew a MI6 nut onto the Boom Bolt (MI6x50).
* Screw the Double Nut onto the Boom Bolt unfit there is alittle thread visible on the other side (see figure to the right).
"A If you do not screw the bolt in enough, it might come off.
Leave enough room or either side of the nut so the bolt











MI 6 Lock I
Boom Plate
Spare M16 Nut:
SCan be used as a
spare if any other nuts






* Screw Ml6x5O bolt into the free nut
until there is a little thread visible on
the other side (see figure to the right).
* f you do not screw the bolt in
enough, it might come off. leave
enough room on either side of the nut
so the bolt can turn I revolution in
each direction and not come off.







Insert the vertical bolt of theBoom Double Bolt into the bottom ofSPlate the caster borel.
* crew M6 nut on the bolt,
leave a slight gap between the
nut and the top of the caster
barrel (see figure in top rightj.
a [Hool nut in place, and screw a
2nd M16 nOt against the I st
one to put pressure agains the
Boom threcas, locking the nuts orn
tightly.
.Eave a slight gapiere so the bolt









oom Bolt! Some thread Boom Plate
6x50S must be visible.
Massachusets Institute of Technology
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19
I
Center along width i4 Clamp Front Ports Preparation:







* Usingc a hop saw set to cut ot 45
degrees may help.
* Fie sharp edges and corners.
* Mark hole locations with Colipers.
* Center punch.
* Pre-dril with a SJmm rill bit.
* Oril with 10mm dril bit for the
clamp front flat or 9mm for the
rubber mounts.
PARTS:
4 'Clamp Front Flot
ong mo .t iseasi to dri this hole by Long Rubber MountS- " .......... &. drifl through the 10mm Whole
in the Clomp Front FRot after
the clamp is welded together, 6 Shori Rubber Mount
.... ... Q t..,-• i•. ,. i
Short Rubber Mount
"Dt
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LIIR*. JITUP.fyIK p'WI~....1.. ..... ,o- n . ..... 
Rubber Hitch DO NOT USE RUBBER WITHOUT FIBER REINFORCEMENT.
THE HITCH WILL FAIL AND WILL BE DANGEROUS.
!A,
* Be sure to use good quality rubber.
* Test by clampig the rubber in a vise, and twist the rubber withbolts inserting trugh the clearance holes.
* If the hole teors out, find other rubber.
* Conveyor belt rubber with several layers of reinforcement fiber
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for nut and bolt hitch.
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*· Br t'he Rubber on*o the nuts
weided on the Boonm.
* Put MB washers beoween the
Rubber and boP heads and nuts.
* If he washers ovelop, gqnd off the
ovretapping segmen s.
Do NOT use smaller boets because






















M8 nuts oare on top so it will
be easier to see if they
come oose when they are
clamped to the bicycle.
f4~
-M8x25 bolts:
Screw into nuts welded on the boom and





















,•,• M8x25 bolt, M8 washer, M8 nut
Massachusetts Institte of Technology
Boom
'M8 nuts ore welded
















~ -- ' --
SM8x25 bolt:

















M8x25 bolts are on
top and screw into
M8nuts welded
onto the Boom.
* Looking down the boelt shaft in
the Boom, twist the Clomp
Front Fiat Clockwise (following
the arrows above) so that the
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Nut/Bolt Hitch Labeled
Bicycle Ambulance Nut/Bolt Hitch: Clamp Back Parts bike.ambulance@gmail .comn


























c 2007 Je;sica Vechaku~ S•ht 2 of 13I) e!w ' : A*,S MO N 1('ýM
Chain Stay Holder
25x25x3 Angle Iron
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Bicycle Ambulance Nut/Boat Hitch: Clamp Back Welding bike.ambulanc;@gmail.com
TACK: Clamp Back Remov: M bolts from Clamp Back
-1--l * -i 1-- , -1-:1- I
2' 2 MNut, 8 N ah t MS Nut
LOCATE: M8 Nuts on Clamp Back
MS Nut MB Nut
4. M Bot0 M8 Bolt
TACK: M8 Nuts to Clamp Back
WELD: MS Nuts to Clamp Back
MS Nut MS Nut
1~' /
WELD: Clamp Back
MS Nut M8 Nut
4.
2
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Bicycle Ambulance Nut/Bolt Hitch: Caster Barnel Parts and Assembly bike.ambtdance@gmna#com
M16 Washer








SM6 Washer MIS Washer
1 M16 Washer x 2
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PARTS: Clamp Front Parts
Caster Barrel .
Nut/Bolt Hitch: Clamp Front Parts and Assembly
-
SS
i.~,,~l.~. . .. .1~~,1-.~-1.~.1- ~- -.1
Clamp Front Flat
F ]•"" 25x4 mm Flat Bar
bike.ambulance@graI .com






] 0 M16 Washer
0 i
Center Caster Barrel




M16 Washer ..4 t35"0
Sheet 6 of 13ki,ýea Nrt!cu
NutBo Hitch: Bolt in Caster Barrel
INSERT: Mi6xiOO Bolt Into Caster Barro
and MIS Washer onto Bok WELD: MI6 Washer onto MOxI00 Bolt
5 4 SM6IS Washer
9 44
Caster Brret
4 4 Clamp Front Flat
....... M16 Washer Caster Barret
S M6IS Washer
M16 Washer



































Shet 8 of 13Bli~thuewed~p iN CM
i
Bicycle Ambulance Nut/Bolt Hitch: Boom Assembly bike.ambutance@gmai•corn
WELD: M16xSf Bolt to Boom Plate
M16x5O Bolt
ALIGN: Boom to Boom Plate WELD: Boom Plate to Boom WELD: M16 Nut to Boom Plate
..... DO NOT CUTb
L




c 2007 Jessic Vechakul
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Bicycle Ambulance Nut/Bolt Hitch: Double Nut Assembly









INSERT: MiSx50 bolt into the DOUBLE NUT WELD: M6 nut to the MI6x50 bolt
M1t6x5 bolt * Mlfix5O bolt
DOUBLE NUT
M16 nut






















Shet 10 Of 13
€ 2007 evs s a VachakuJ
BNut/Bolt Hitkch: Clamp to Bicycle bike.ambutance@gmaicorn
















:c 2007 Jessica Vechakul
to prevent
removal
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